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Introduction to the Huayuanzhuang East Oracle
Bone Inscriptions

Part I: The Basics
1.1 The nature and importance of the inscriptions
The Huayuanzhuang East oracle bone inscriptions, first discovered in 1991 and
completely published in six folio volumes in 2003, are a synchronically compact
and unified late Shang (ca. 1250-1045 BC) corpus of several thousand individual
divination accounts inscribed on hundreds of still intact turtle shells and cattle
scapulae. Produced under the patronage of a prince of the royal family during
the reign of the 27th Shang king, Wu Ding, these “princely communications” are
undeniably one of the more important epigraphic finds in the history of Chinese
archaeology. The collection as a scientifically excavated type has now become a
model for corpus-based and statistically driven approaches to oracle bone study,
particularly as it concerns the complex process of decision-making and how it
was documented. Due to the limited discovery of oracle bones produced for
people other than the kings, our understanding of Shang civilization has remained partial and incomplete. What the field of early China and ancient world
studies has needed for quite some time is more intact oracle bone discoveries that
provide detailed information about a continuous period of time, engage with
multiple perspectives from a broader dimension of society, and attest to the operational methods and technical expertise of the diviners and scribes who worked
collectively to produce these material documents.
Since 1899 more than 73,000 pieces of inscribed divination shell and bone
have been found inside the moated enclosure of the Anyang-core at the former
capital of the late Shang state.1 Nearly all of these were divinations produced on
behalf of or by Shang kings. This type of oracle record (in Chinese the dataset is
called Wang buci 王卜辭) has been aptly characterized as the “descriptions of experiences and priorities of the Shang kings...how they imagined and created their
world both human and natural.”2 There is however a much smaller and relatively
understudied type of divination record that represents less than five percent of
extant Shang oracle bone inscriptions. These were produced on behalf of or personally by members of the royal family and elite persons, that is, for people other
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1 This count is from Wang Yunzhi 2010: 142.
2 David Keightley 2000.
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than the Shang kings (in Chinese the dataset is called fei Wang buci 非王卜辭). 3
The largest subtype amongst divinations of this kind were those made by and
for the royal family, particularly for ladies and princes, and this is the group to
which the Huayuanzhuang East oracle bone inscriptions belong. Scholars in the
early 1930’s first recognized that there were divinations made for people other than
kings,4 and to date nine subtypes, almost all of which seemingly date to Wu Ding’s
reign or slightly thereafter, have been identified (Table 1).5 Each subtype has distinctive characteristics that when separated into independent datasets reveals differences with divination made for and by the kings. These two coexisting but independent types of oracle bone inscriptions—divination for the kings and divination
for people other than the kings—were often complementary, but at times, could also
be contradictory.
Divination made for royal family members presents an entirely fresh perspective
from the one more commonly encountered in the kingly purview. Divination about
topics such as royal institutions, ritual activities, kinship and social interaction,
health and well-being, dreams, communication between the living with the living
and the living with the dead, economics, work and service, personal emotions
and feelings, and many other aspects of daily life reveal preoccupations and motivations that divination made for or by the Shang kings either never addressed
or only mildly hinted at.
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3 Of these 73,000+ inscribed pieces, Wang Yunzhi (2010: 142, 409) calculates that 2015 pieces
were made either on behalf of or by people other than the kings.
4 Ye Yusen ([1934] 2001.7:241-485) and his student Jin Zutong ([1935] 2001.35: 1-44) were the first
to recognize something different about divination inscriptions of this kind. Dong Zuobin ([1936]
2001.24: 196-199) isolated the diviners responsible for them, called attention the individuality of
their script, and concluded that the main figure “Zi 子” was a prince of the royal family who
made some divinations on his own but was not a specialist. Kaizuka Shigeki (1938, 1946) coined
the term “Divination statements of the Many Princely Lineages” (duo Zi zu buci 多子族卜辭) and
dated them to Wu Ding’s reign; for the dates of Wu Ding’s reign as 1238-1180 BC, see Chen
Mengjia 1955: 73-74 and David Keightley 1978: Table 37. Li Xueqin (2016: 18-24) first proposed a
broad classification of oracle bone inscriptions into two major types: divinations made for or by
the Shang kings and divinations made for or by other people. Takashima (2010: I.6) has a summary.
5 The doctoral dissertation of Jiang Yubin (2006) extracted additional divination sets made for
or by people other than the kings, most of which, but not all, were also produced during Wu
Ding’s reign.
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Table 1: Subtypes of oracle bone divinations produced for people other than the kings.
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⁎ Based on Jiang Yubin 2006. Divinations conventionally called by the heading “Ladies” (婦女
卜辭) were made on behalf of a prince of the royal lineage (Zi 子) about ladies in his house.
The word 午 in the heading “Wu 午 group” (午組卜辭) is not the name of a person but rather
an abbreviated spelling of the word yu 禦 “exorcise”.

The Huayuanzhuang East [HYZ] oracle bone inscriptions are a remarkably
coherent and unified archive of 2452 individual divination accounts recorded on
529 pieces of shell and bone. 7 The majority of these pieces are intact (345) or
mostly intact turtle shells and cattle scapulae. Only several dislocated fragments
cannot be rejoined to others. This archive comprises the largest and most complete corpus of royal family divination records encountered to date. Its number of

||
6 Heji and HJ are abbreviations for the multivolume oracle bone catalogue Jiaguwen heji (19791982). Because this catalogue is cited so often hereafter, the abbreviations are not italicized.
7 This count is from Adam D. Smith (2008: 288), “It includes plastron receipt records and so
slightly overestimates the number of actual divination records.”
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inscribed pieces increases the total number of inscribed pieces made for people
other than the kings by nearly thirty percent. The archive provides new first-hand
information about Shang history and civilization during the reign of king Wu Ding.
It presents a hitherto unknown group of professional diviners and scribes and attests to their expertise and collaborative practice over a sustained period of time,
and offers a meticulous portrayal of the intimate relationship between a father
(the king) and a mother (the queen) with their adult son (the main character),
from the subjective viewpoint and advantage of the son.
Stated here in brief, this new corpus of oracle bones is particularly important
for its preservation and intactness, the coherent and unified nature of the inscriptions and the fact that many of the records can be synchronized into integral divination sets and timelines that span periods of weeks and months. These inscriptions record communications that testify to the motivations and preoccupations
of an important junior member of the Shang royal family. When we meet the protagonist in these material documents, he was working tirelessly for the benefit
and blessings of his own household, while at the same time seeking the prolonged favor and happiness of his father the king, his mother the queen, and selected near ancestors who resided in his personal memory.

1.2 The discovery and its contents
In 1991, archaeologists working in advance of the construction of a road leading
to the Museum and Park of the Yin Ruins (Yin 殷 is another name for the Shang
dynasty) in Anyang, Henan province uncovered a pit of divination bones (H3) in
the eastern crop fields of Huayuanzhuang village. This site is in the southeast
corner and within the confines of the moated enclosure of Xiaotun, which is the
core of a Shang dynasty palace and temple cluster (Figure 1).
H3 was a 1 x 2 meter rectangular pit discovered 1.2 meters below the surface.
It was 2.15-2.5 meters deep and had foot-holes dug into both eastern and western
walls for entry and exit (Figure 2). The lower one-third of the pit (0.8m) contained
1583 turtle shells and cattle bones and was covered with three layers of fill.
Shortly after the discovery, and in order to meet the demands of the road construction project, the entire pit was boxed and taken to the local workstation for
preservation and analysis. 8

||
8 See ZSKY Anyang gongzuodui 1993; ZSKY 2003; Liu Yiman 1991, 1993, 1998, 2002; Cao Dingyun 2006.
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Fig. 1: Site map of H3
Key: (1) Pit H3; (2) Huayuanzhuang village; (3) Xiaotun; (4) Tomb of Lady Hao; (5) Moat; (6)
Temple-Palace district; (7) Anyang workstation; (8) Huan River
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Fig. 2: Pit H3

The shells and bones in the pit had been carefully deposited and were neatly
arranged in layers. The top of the oracle bone heap, 1.7m from the mouth of the
pit, was higher on four sides and lower in the middle and mostly consisted of
small pieces, while the larger and more complete pieces were packed tightly in
layers below (1.9m to the bottom). Most of the bones were laid flat and stacked
one on top of the other. The inscribed ones seem to have been consciously placed
with their verso and non-inscribed sides facing upward in order to protect the
writing on their recto sides. Shells were also arranged vertically and placed upright on one side in order to wall-in the others. The shells used to create this
boundary were non-inscribed.
A total of 689 inscribed pieces were collected from the pit. The large majority
were turtle plastrons (659); turtle carapaces (25) and a few cattle scapulae (5)
comprised the remainder. After rejoins, the 2003 official publication included
color photographs, enlarged sectional photographs, and rubbings and facsimiles
of 561 inscribed surfaces. After the extraction of reduplications,9 further rejoins,10
and the subtraction of inscriptions on verso sides (30), the number of inscribed
bones totals 529: 511 turtle plastrons, 13 turtle carapaces, and 5 cattle scapulae.
In addition to the bones found inside Pit H3, eight inscribed pieces (=11 fragments with 3 rejoins) of what is now recognized as “Huayuanzhuang East type”

||
9 HYZ 397B (=553), HYZ 397A (=561), HYZ 477.
10 These are 428+561, 275+517 and 521+531 (from Jiang Yubin 蔣玉斌); 395+548 and 434+433+529
(from Fang Zhisong 方稚松); 207+210 and 302+344 (from Lin Hongming 林宏明); and 432+553
(from Yao Xuan 姚萱).
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writing have been discovered outside of it and in pits mixed with king Wu Ding’s
divination records. Adding these pieces into the count and the total number of
inscribed oracle bones of the “Huayuanzhuang East type” is 537.11 Exactly how
and under what context these eight pieces found a way outside of Pit H3 is unclear. It is conceivable that they were brought to a northern Xiaotun location for
consultation and to be tested by the king and his diviners.
The oracle bone inscriptions from Huayuanzhuang East are generally considered to be the third most important collection of Shang oracle bones archaeologically unearthed to date, following the 1936 discovery of Pit YH 127 in Xiaotun
North that yielded 17,096 inscribed pieces, and the 1973 discoveries at multiple
locations in Xiaotun South that yielded a total of 7,150 pieces, 4805 inscribed. A
numerical comparison between the largest, Pit YH 127, and the newest one, Pit
H3, places the two on a quantitative par.12 The 345 complete pieces from H3 is 88
more than the 257 complete pieces (after rejoins) from Pit YH 127. Including pieces
that are half-shells or larger, the ratio is slightly weighted the other way, 514(YH
127): 430(H3).13
The ideal Shang oracle bones are those that have come to us unbroken and
with their full context of other shells and pieces. Prior to this discovery, such conditions have been rare. Although they had become disjointed and separated during their disposal, the majority of the cracked bones from H3 and the inscribed
divination accounts on them can be linked together in integral divination sets
that lead to reconstructed timelines spanning periods of weeks and months.
These reorganized material documents produce what is essentially the most unified and diachronically succinct “week-at-a-glance” account of daily life in early
China.

1.3 The shells and bones
The plastron (belly) and carapace (back) shells used to make the majority of
Huayuanzhuang East divination came from two species of turtles, Ocadia sinensis
(Zhongguo huagui 中國花龜) and Chinemys reevesii (wugui 烏龜). Both are freshwater turtles extensively dispersed in China, with the latter indigenous to areas

||
11 Sun Yabing 2014: 20-21.
12 A direct statistical comparison cannot be made with the Xiaotun South pieces since those
were mostly cattle scapulae.
13 Liu Yiman 2008.
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in the north including Henan province. A non-Henan origin for the former suggests that it was tribute or a trade item entered into Shang from outlying areas.14
In preparation for divination, hollows were bored into a bone’s verso side.
The number and configuration of these hollows varied depending on the size and
shape of the bone. There were nine different hollow configurations in the turtle
shells used to make Huayuanzhuang East divination, and Figure 3 illustrates the
three most commonly occuring ones. An easy and simple way to distinguish hollow configurations is to first look at the number and configuration of hollows in
the entoplastron (zhongjia 中甲), which is the organic space located in the upper
part of the shell that intersects the central dividing line.15 Examples in the Figure
below show configurations of one, two and three hollows.

Fig. 3: Examples of hollow configurations

Writing was made on both verso and recto sides of the shells. As a general
rule of Huayuanzhuang scribal practice, inscriptions on recto sides were divination records, and inscriptions on the verso sides were administrative receipts
(that is, who or what place delivered how many shells/bones), 16 although there
||
14 A biological study and identification of species, made by Ye Xiangkui, is included ZSKY 2003,
volume 6.
15 Sun Yabing 2014: 71-75. A classification of hollow and bridge (jiaqiao 甲橋) types is found in
ZSKY 2003, volume 6.
16 For a discussion of Huayuanzhuang East receipt records, see Liu Yiman and Cao Dingyun
2004, and Adam D. Smith 2008: 262-273. Smith offers two possible calculations that both come
close to the total number of inscribed plastrons used by the divination practice. He concludes,
“the contents of the pit of H3 represent a complete snapshot of workshop productivity over a
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are exceptions in both cases. There are instances of administrative receipts and
other information written on a recto side but set apart from divination records,
and there are instances of divination judgments recorded on a verso side. When
a judgment was recorded on a verso side it was commonly placed nearest the hollow(s) burned to make the divination, and intended to correspond to the divination crack and its recorded utterance on the recto side. The recording of a divination utterance on a recto side next to its corresponding divination crack(s), and a
judgment on a verso side next to its corresponding burnt hollow(s), shows how
professional scribes creatively used the divination medium to create symmetrically
balanced “double-sided” documents. Huayuanzhuang divination records, and especially the preface to a divination and the divination utterance, are always found on
recto sides in proximity to and usually written wrapping around a corresponding
numbered crack or multiple cracks in a set. A crack with a number or a sequence of
cracks with numbers plus a record of the divination constitutes a complete divination
account.
The obliteration of some administrative receipts by hollow boring proves that
the writing came first. This implies that shells were sent in without hollows, and
that specialists attached to or affiliated with the divination workshop made hollows
in various configurations thereafter. The two receipts in Figure 4 (a-b) were delivered from the same point of origin, but the name on the left one (a) has been partially destroyed by multiple hollows. Other instances are less apparent, as in the
illustration on the right (c) where the upper left tip of the word “thirty” as a delivery
count has been nicked off. Evidence suggests that it was the sender, deliverer, or
possibly a receiver who wrote this information on the shells and bones contributed
for divination. This interpretation is supported by the variety of different handwriting styles and “signatures” that can be detected in these administrative receipts.

||
period of time.” Thirteen shells are marked with the notation “30”. Adding these 390 shells to
five shells each marked “Kan , ten” and to three shells each marked “Liu , ten” gives a total
of 470. Adding the remainder of quantified delivery notations to this number gives a total of 536.
Six delivery notations include only names and are without numbers.
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Fig. 4: HYZ 79 (a) and HYZ 483 (b); HYZ 497 (c)

Divination cracks were often engraved. It is thought that this was done so
that the cracks would not lose their visibility in the days following the divination.17 No analysis has yet to be done on the selection of carved cracks vis-à-vis
non-carved ones. Divination accounts (including cracks) were regularly filled
with red or black pigment, and it is conceivable that select content and certain
designated areas of the shell was color coded. 18 One divination account (HYZ
450.2-3) in particular about a provision to the prince while abroad of two turtles
and one piece of cinnabar suggests that the turtles were for divination and the
cinnabar was to color in the cracks and the writing. Since Huayuanzhuang East
diviners routinely performed divination by simultaneously using two shells as a
set and used red pigment to color in cracks and words, there is every reason to
believe that this provision was a small travel package of divination supplies.
Two kinds of perforations appear on shells. The first were repairs to rejoin
broken pieces made by drilling small round holes on both sides of a break and
stitching it together with thread. These were the more common of the two and
could occur anywhere on the shell surface that required it (Figure 5a-b).19 Most
fractures appear to have been initiated by repeated stress cracks that must have weakened the shell over time. The obliteration of a graph by a repair perforation (Figure
5b) means the bone had been cracked and accounts inscribed beforehand. Repairs
presumably were made when the surface became fractured, and the rationale behind
making repairs was to the keep the documents orderly and intact.20 There are no instances of repaired shells or bones outside of the ones found in Pit H3.

||
17 David Keightley 1978: 21-22, n. 93.
18 David Keightley (1978: 55) states, “Chemical analysis on one red and black specimen taken
from carved graphs in the Chalfant collection at Princeton showed that the red was cinnabar
(mercuric sulfide).”
19 Adam D. Smith 2008: 284-285, Figs. 3.6, 3.14. Liu Yiman 2002: 156.
20 Adam D. Smith 2008: 285.
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Fig. 5a-b: Repair perforations: (l) stitching up a fractured lower body (HYZ 205); (r) reattaching
a fractured bridge and obliterating a graph (top left; outlined) (HYZ 215)

A second kind of perforation was made with two holes punched symmetrically
into the right and left sides of the shell. This apparently was intended to bind bundles of shells together (Figure 6), and could have been done for delivery, carry
and travel, storage, and to keep groups and sets of shells together. Imagining sets
of inscribed plastrons bound together naturally leads to a connection with the
word for a book or document, ce (册), which is a pictograph of writing slips (the
uneven vertical strokes) tied together with string (the circle). Evidence confirms
that Shang diviners routinely made divinations about a single topic in three-crack
multiples and simultaneously used multiple shells or bones in sets. Sets were often
formed with shells and bones of the same size and in some cases were still kept
together at storage. 21

||
21 Li Xueqin (2008: 296-297) cites an oracle bone deposit at Xiaotun (XH 127) where a bundle of nine
oracle bones in three sets of three carried the notation san ce ce fan san 三册册凡三 “Three ce; ce all
three”.
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Fig. 6: Binding punches on HYZ 34

Finally, there are a relatively high number of erasures (129 surfaces). In several
cases, large areas of inscribed surfaces were scraped clean. On others, some content
or at least a vestige of writing is often still visible. There are instances where only a
divination statement was erased but other parts of the record like the preface or a
judgment remained (see for example, HYZ 1, 54, 68, 88, and 202). It certainly seems
like keywords were intentionally preserved from erasure. While this apparently was
the case, I would not readily agree with the conclusion that it was a result of intrigue
in the palace.22

||
22 Zhu Qixiang 2008: 29-44. Specifically, the words for the family head “Zi 子” (HYZ 41, 42, 64,
74, 89, 202, 269, 273), his father the king, “Ding 丁” (HYZ 72, 77, 90, 189, 203, 256, 301), and his
deceased grandmother, “bi Geng 妣庚” (HYZ 69, 88, 92, 106, 120, 128, 238, 257, 268, 273), seem to
have been intentionally preserved. Counter evidence is the preservation of grammatical words.
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1.4 The script
The paleography of the Huayuanzhuang East oracle bone inscriptions consists of 624
graphs written with 141 classifiers.23 More than 70 of these graphs occur for the first
time in Shang script.24 The script shares general characteristics with Wu Ding-Zu Jia
period scripts (that is, period I-period IIb oracle bone inscriptions), but there is a clear
and distinctive style that recommends classifying it as an independent “type”. (For
this reason, specialists now refer to it as “HuaDong 花東-type” script.25) This classification is important because as I mentioned earlier eight pieces written in what appears to be Huayuanzhuang-style handwriting have been discovered outside of Pit
H3. The script is perhaps best described as one that combined archaic influence with
innovation.26 The Huayuanzhuang East scribes contributed to the early development
of the Shang writing system, particularly as writing was applied to working in collaboration with professional diviners and recording divination on shell and bone.
The writing of several high-frequency words in forms once assumed to be
centuries younger has implications for a current theory that an orthographic typology should be the main criteria for periodization.27 Huayuanzhuang East paleography reemphasizes the need to use multiple criteria for dating an inscription.
In fact, the absolute and relative dating of these oracle bone inscriptions to the
reign of Wu Ding only uses orthography as tertiary criteria.28
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23 Based on Qi Hangfu and Zhang Xiuxia 2011. Wang Yunzhi (2010: 456-457) counts 572 individual graphs inclusive of allographs. Minus 141 graphs that he cannot decipher, he puts the total
number of decipherable graphs at 431.
24 Wang Yunzhi (2010: 457) counts 72.
25 The two seminal studies of orthographic types are Huang Tianshu [1991] 2007 and Li Xueqin
and Peng Yushang 1996.
26 Zhu Qixiang 2006: 279-293; Wang Yunzhi 2010: 456.
27 Dong Zuobin (1933) proposed that orthography and diviner’s names were two equal criteria (amongst
eight others) to periodize divinations. Chen Mengjia (1956) considered diviner’s names to be primary criteria, while orthography (in addition to vocabulary and syntax) was secondary criteria; see Li and Peng
1996: 4-12. Li Xueqin (2016: 18-24) first proposed to distinguish between (orthographic) typology and (oracle bone) periodization, and emphasized that multiple writing styles could be in use at the same time.
Lin Yun (1984) proposed that orthography should be the sole criteria used to create typologies. While
there is enough scribal data in the calligraphy and design layout of the divination records to establish the
Huayuanzhuang East script as its own “type”, the point I am making here is that, in this case, scribal
typology is problematic as sole criteria to date the corpus. The Huayuanzhuang East oracle bone divinations do not usually name the diviners responsible for making the divinations.
28 Prior to this discovery, graphs used to write the words zhan (占) “predict” (twenty-seven instances), zhen
(鼑) “test” (one instance, 446.8), gui (癸) “day 10/10” (see for instance 416.11) and
wang (王) “king” (one instance, 420.4) were all once considered to be post-Wu Ding period inventions. Amongst these four examples, only the writing of “king” can be somewhat reconciled because
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Comparisons and associations can certainly be made with scripts from other
Shang scribal organizations, but the Huayuanzhuang East script as a “type” does
not neatly fit into a north-south theory of script development at Anyang originating
from the so-called Shi 師 diviner group scribes.29 Disparity between Huayuanzhuang
East script and scripts used concurrently by other scribes at Anyang perhaps had
less to do with the pedigree of the patron and more to do with scribal diversity.
The possibility of regional influences cannot be discounted.
There are two different types of writing on the Huayuanzhuang East oracle
bones. The first are divination accounts, and the second are non-divination notations. As I previously illustrated, instances where hollow boring on the verso side
of a shell cut into and damaged words implies that some writing was made prior
to divination. Notations had an administrative function and usually recorded the
quantity and sender (or place of origin) of the shells and bones. Analysis reveals
several different handwritings. This implies that notations, which includes “signatures” (see for instance HYZ 447 and 226.1), were written either at the point of
origin, in transit, or upon delivery. Either way, the handwriting of notations is
dissimilar from the several handwriting styles used to write the divination accounts. Handwriting analysis of the divination accounts reveals the presence of
multiple scribes. I extract four handwriting styles, and there might have been
more. Stated here in brief, detecting scribal identity is not just a rote study of
graphic forms. It takes style and scribal habits like orientation (design and layout,
boundary lines, etc.) into account, and combines these criteria to evaluate degrees of proficiency, and as a method to extract identity.30
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of the close proximity in time between the creation of the Huayuanzhuang East divinations and the
first occurrence of this graphic form in the years immediately following Wu Ding’s death. The other
three examples are more difficult to account for since all were once assumed to be “standard” forms
from scribes who wrote more than two hundred years later, at the end of the Anyang period. The word
zhan occurs twenty-nine times in the Huayuanzhuang East divination records. A variant spelling, ,
which writes “mouth” and not a curved deictic stroke under the base image “ox scapula” (jian 肩),
occurs twice on one shell (173.2-3). The word wang “king” occurs twice in the Huayuanzhuang East
divinations (420.4, 480.3) and is also written in two different ways. Written
on 480.3, this form,
which does not have a horizontal stroke at the top, was once considered to be the only way scribes
wrote “king” in Wu Ding period script. Furthermore, the handwriting on 420.4 and 480.3 is clearly
written in two different styles and this implies that different scribes wrote them.
29 Li Xueqin 1992.
30 Schwartz, forthcoming in the Bulletin of the Jao Tsung-I Academy of Sinology 7 (2020), provides a discussion of scribal identity, handwriting styles, orientation and design layout, and
other distinctive habits in the writing of the Huayuanzhuang East oracle bone inscriptions; see
Sakikawa Takashi (2011) for a discussion of scribal identity in the Bin 賓 diviner group inscriptions (period I OBI).
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1.5 Divination sets, synchronies, and timelines
A fundamental task of working with the Huayuanzhuang East divination accounts
is to reorganize the shells and bones by reconstructing sets, and to create timelines
by linking together dates and interrelated content. The goal is to read the records
in the chronological order in which they were produced, and as an alternative to
the order in which they were found deposited in the pit.31 Although there were instances where only a single crack and its associated charge statement was made on
an issue, the divination records reveal that a more regular practice, and one that
depended on the importance of the event, was to make a sequence of multiple
cracks and lexically nuanced statements either on a single shell or simultaneously
over a series of them in a set.
Shell sets made by multiple diviners on behalf of the Shang kings are a common feature of divination at this time.32 That the Huayuanzhuang East diviners
consistently utilized shell sets to make divination for a person other than a king
corroborates that Shang divination was indeed a complex and technical practice
performed by specialists; there were levels to it. It was not at all like flipping a
coin one time and choosing heads or tails. One charge statement (HYZ 183) about
animal sacrifice explicitly proposed to “use a second divination” (yong er bu 用
二卜).33 HYZ 61-62 (H3: 212rv) has a sequence of two divinations where a diviner
tested the contradictory results of an earlier divination by another diviner.
Early divination practice favored making divination in sets of three (retroactively called san bu zhi 三卜制 “divination in threes”). This could be done in one
of two ways: either by cracking a single shell or bone three times for one inquiry,
or by making a single crack on each shell or bone over a set of three.34 A corpus-based
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31 Dong Zuobin’s Yinlipu (1945) was the first attempt to synchronize hundreds of oracles from
Wu Ding’s reign (period I) into timelines arranged by topics such as “daytime”, “evening”,
“weekly”, “monthly”, and “yearly”. He did the same thing for the major cyclical rites (zhou ji 周
祭) of the late Shang kings (period V OBI). Major military events such as Wu Ding and Zu Geng’s
(periods I-IIa) war against the Shao territory and Di Xin’s (period V) war against the Ren territory,
as well as royal cyclical rites and other events have also been collated into synchronies; see Xu
Jinxiong 2001.27: 97-104, Chang Yuzhi 1987, Wang Yunzhi 2010: 367-370, Wang Yunzhi and Men
Yi 2008, and Wang Yunzhi and Zhang Yi 2010: 97-105. Geographic studies have also routinely
used synchronies as a guiding principle; see Guo Moruo 1933, Chen Mengjia 1956, Shima Kunio
[1958] 2006, Zhong Bosheng 1989, and Zheng Jiexiang 1994.
32 Jao Tsung-I [1959] 2009: 2.65-68.
33 Song Zhenhao (2010: 635-644) understands this phrase as to use a second shell to divine.
The commentary to HYZ 183 discusses this in more detail.
34 The most famous instance is the line in the “Jinteng” 金縢 chapter of the Shangshu 尚書 that
reads, 卜三龜一習吉 “[The duke of Zhou] cracked three turtles (and) one (divination) after another
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approach suggests that three-shell sets, which are the highest sustained combination
in this organization’s practice, were reserved for important events.35 Shells in sets had
a tendency to be matched by shape and size.36 A series of Huayuanzhuang East divinations made over five shells on the topic of the prince’s “ear ringing” (er ming 耳
鳴) or tinnitus must have then been considered of paramount importance.37 I focus
on this particular set of inscriptions in Part II of the Introduction when discussing
the identity of the main character.
Divinations with dates and parallel and corresponding content make it possible
to link accounts extracted from single and multiple shells into chained timelines.
There is not just a couple of these, but dozens,38 some long and some short. Yao
Xuan’s longest and most complex synchrony (Appendix III), for instance, which
she collated from nearly 400 accounts on 65 intact or largely intact plastrons, spans
just over two months.39 Synchronies are a unique facet of working with a complete
and unified corpus that likely did not span more than a couple of years. 40 Before
now, simply nothing like this has ever been available.
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was auspicious.” See Song Zhenhao 1989, 2010: 635-644 and Wang Yunzhi 2010: 118-123. While sets
of three shells and bones were commonly used in the Shang king’s divinations, more important or
urgent events necessitated larger odd-multiple sets of five, seven and nine. Shi Yadang (Adam
Schwartz) (2018) discusses divination made on behalf of the Shang kings in sets of nine.
35 A few examples are: (1) HYZ 37.20-23↔63.1-3↔195.1-4; (2) 150.3-4↔336.1↔487.1-2; and (3)
86.1↔150.5↔382. Examples (2) and (3) are three-shell sets pertaining to the same event—entertainment in the presence of the king, can be linked together through HYZ 150, and lead to the reconstruction of a five-shell synchrony. “HYZ 37.20” refers to surface #37, divination account (20) in the ZSKY
2003 publication. The symbol ↔ is a convention I use to express “A synchronized with B”.
36 Wei Cide 2006: 154. Whether or not this holds true for other multiple shell sets can easily be
tested with the measurements (Appendix I), bridge shapes and hollow configurations in ZSKY
2003; see Sun Yabing 2014: 308. Takashima (2010: I.13) discusses a five-shell set in Bingbian (3438+385) with plastrons of about the same size.
37 See too the five-shell set HYZ 6 ↔ 333 ↔ 342 ↔ 481 ↔ HJ 21853. The Bingbian collection
contains nine five-shell sets; see Takashima 2010: I.13.
38 A preliminary study in Wei Cide (2006: 135-154) has reconstructed twenty-two sets from fiftythree shells: he lists thirteen two-shell sets and nine three-shell sets.
39 Yao Xuan 2006: Appendix 2, 405-427. For other smaller chains of synchronies, see Li Xueqin
2004a, Yao Xuan 2006: Appendix 2, 383-405. Wei Cide 2006: 135-153, Han Jiangsu 2008, Song
Zhenhao 2004, 2006a, and Adam D. Smith 2008. Adam D. Smith (pp. 287-300) provides the most
critical evaluation of Yao’s table of synchronies and believes that the longest chain of divination
records cited above “have been packed a little too densely within a span of 61 days.”
40 Song Zhenhao (2006b: 2) suggests 5-6 years. Based on the numerous records of illness to the
main character, Huang Tianshu (2006: 149-156) believes the entire corpus could not have spanned
only 1-2 years. In contrast, the oracle bone inscriptions from Pit YH 127 are believed to span no
shorter than a decade and a half (Song Zhenhao 2006b: 1).
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What the word synchrony really means within the context of the Huayuanzhuang
divination records starts by taking related divinatory content from multiple shells
and stringing them together diachronically into timelines. An initial step isolates
identical content appearing on multiple shells. A principle of coherency, which
is a term that I use to refer to the frequency of events in both context and word
and phrase regularity, also has to be taken into account. For example, synchronizations chaining divination records about rites made for the ancestor cult has
to be done with a degree of caution since they were highly repetitive. Conversely,
the occurrence on multiple pieces of low frequency or rare words and phrases increases the likelihood that there was a relationship between them and increases the
chances that a secure synchronization can be made. Once a series has been securely
identified, the remainder of the divination accounts on those shells can be synchronized into a timeline. The greater density of the inscriptions on the shells naturally
increases the probability of making further synchronies with more shells. Even
though it is probably packed too densely, Yao Xuan’s “Big Synchrony” (Appendix III)
is an apex of this methodology. But there are dozens of smaller synchronies from
which more complex timelines can be reconstructed. Starting with Table 2 in the following subsection, numerous examples of sets and synchronies in varying degrees of
complexity will be presented throughout the remainder of this Introduction.
While reading the inscriptions, consulting Appendices II and III offers the option
to read divination accounts diachronically and by topic. Since diviners and scribes
often abbreviated content that was previously stated more completely, reading divinations in the order they were produced and locating antecedents not only helps to
clarify context and meaning, 41 but it also leads to a more nuanced sense of how this
group of diviners applied certain words and phrases.42 This, in turn, provides unrestricted access into the craft of early Chinese divination practice and allows for a more
||
41 Takashima (2010: I.13-17) uses the term “contextual hierarchies”. I give two examples here. HYZ 9
and HYZ 234 originally were a two-shell set but the two plastrons were found disconnected in Pit H3.
HYZ 9.3-4 is a sequence of two antithetical divinations dated to “the evening of Bingyin” that say,
“[Unhappy] and upset with our lord” and “Happy and not upset with our lord.” HYZ 234.1-2 are two
divinations dated to this same day and time and the first divination in the sequence has a background
statement that “Our lord will have words in the ancestral temple”. Without locating the antecedent
HYZ 234 the divinatory intent and contextual hierarchy of HYZ 9.2-3 is puzzling and can only be related
to previous divinations (HYZ 9.1-2) on the topic of offering meat viands. A three-shell set example is
HYZ 480.1↔286.18-19↔363.4. HYZ 286.18-19 needs to be connected to and read after the antecedent
480.1 in order to know the divination’s subject (the prince) and the context (why and where) behind
making divinations about what types of jades would be presented to the king.
42 The technical term zhen 貞 “test” and the divination codas kan 衍 (侃) “happy” and ruo 若 “favorable” are perhaps the most important. See the commentaries to HYZ 2.2-3, 3.10, 5.7, and 6.1. The commentary to 6.1, in particular, notes how HYZ diviners applied and bundled ruo 若 + kan 侃 as a binary
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refined understanding about how a group of diviners collectively and systematically
worked through the planning and procedural stages of future events, and how they
determined the viability of future action and predicted its outcomes.

1.6 Periodization
Ceramics recovered from Pit H3 and its surrounding three rubbish pits (H2, H4, and
H9),43 in addition to numerous divination accounts about a living Lady Hao 婦好,
confirm that the divinations were made and recorded during the reign of king Wu
Ding. Lady Hao was one of Wu Ding’s three spouses and the discovery of her tomb
in 1976 makes her one of only two people whose inscriptional identity can be verified by archaeology. 44 Oracle bone inscriptions made during Wu Ding’s reign
confirm that she predeceased her husband.
The issue is to determine which period of Wu Ding’s reign the corpus belongs.
Although traditional histories give this king a 59-year reign,45 there is nothing
within the oracle bone inscriptions to independently confirm or deny it. While
most scholars in China follow the traditional dates, there are Sinologists who
have drastically reduced his reign to less than two decades (1200-1181 BC).46 Even
though the positions and sequence of the former kings in the royal ritual cycle
has been basically settled by internal evidence, 47 absolute dates and reign
lengths for the Shang kings remain still very much inexact and unresolved. Lady
Hao’s death, which occurred at some point during the second half of Wu Ding’s
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coda that was highly effective (an 80% success rate (16/20 instances)). “Test divinations” occur much
less frequently in this corpus than they do for instance in Wu Ding’s divination records, and their pattern of usage and systematic application is clear and easily discernible. The HYZ OBI confirm that: 1)
divination was a multiple step process; and there were complexities and levels to it; and 2) there was
a difference between divinations marked with the word zhen 貞 and those without it. As a way to distinguish between the two at a high-level, I refer to divinations introduced by the word zhen as “test
divinations” (in Chinese I coin the term zhen buci 貞卜辭) and to those without it as “non-test divinations (in Chinese I coin the term fei zhen buci 非貞卜辭).
43 Adam D. Smith 2008: 177, “Their contents were reported as including sherds of utilitarian pottery
for the cooking, storage and consumption of food, bone artifacts, animal bones (including a number
used for divination, but without inscription) and charcoal; see Kaogu 93.6: 488-490, ZSKY 2003: 14-17.
44 ZSKY 1980.
45 Shangshu “Wuyi” 尚書無逸 (Sun Xingyan 1936: 21.103). Chen Mengjia ([1956] 2004) cites the
“Lu shijia” chapter of the Shiji that gives him 55 years.
46 David Keightley 1978: Table 38; Keightley states that his evidence for this absolute date is
“based on the period I lunar eclipse inscriptions and on estimates of average reign length.”
47 Chang Yuzhi 2010.
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reign, only provides an end constraint.48 The Huayuanzhuang East oracle bone
accounts could have been produced any time prior to that event.
Assuming the traditional interpretation is followed and Wu Ding did reign for
59 years, then this number is conveniently dividable into both halves and thirds.
The excavators of H3 date the pit and its contents based on ceramics to an archaeological-termed phase called Dasikong 大司空 I-late Yinxu 殷墟 I that is equivalent to the early period of Wu Ding’s reign (years 1-20). Historians and paleographers have pushed the date constraints back to his latter half (years 30-59) based
on orthography,49 people,50 and war records.51
Divinations about war with Shao (召/卲; also written Dao 刀), a territorial
group located to the west of Shang, first appear in the latter part of Wu Ding’s
reign and continue after his death during the reign of his son and successor Zu
Geng. Thereafter divinations about Shao cease entirely. A three-shell set of
Huayuanzhuang East divinations can be synchronized with a three-shell set of
divinations made by one of Wu Ding’s divination organizations called the Li 歷
diviner group, and Table 2 shows how dates, people, and the subject of the divinations correspond.52 Since it is generally accepted that the earliest group of Li
diviner records, called “Li diviner type I” or “Father Yi type” 父乙類,53 belong to
Wu Ding’s late period, the more convincing interpretation at present is that the
Huayuanzhuang East divinations were likely produced during the middle-late to
late period of his reign.
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48 For an overview of Lady Hao in Shang oracle bone inscriptions, see Han Jiangsu and Jiang
Linchang 2010: 312-330.
49 Zhang Shichao 2006.
50 Huang Tianshu 2006, Zhao Peng 2007.
51 Chen Jian 2004.
52 In addition to the Huayuanzhuang East divination accounts cited in the table, I have located
other records within the corpus that were related to war with Shao; see HYZ 429, HYZ 403.3, HYZ
247.8-9, and HYZ 262.2. For an attempt to synchronize divinations on the war against the Shao territory
prior to the discovery of the Huayuanzhuang East oracle bones, see Xu Jinxiong 2001.27: 97-106.
53 Li diviner group oracle records are divided into two main types called Li diviner I and II. Each
main type has several subtypes: Li diviner I is separated into two subtypes, and Li diviner II into at
least three subtypes; for a proponent of a fourth, see Zhou Zhongbing 2011: 222-229. The main criteria for distinguishing between Li diviner I and II divinations is whether king Wu Ding is alive (Li I)
or dead (Li II). “Father Yi” in Li diviner I divinations refers to Wu Ding’s deceased father, the 26th
Shang king Xiao Yi. In Li diviner II inscriptions, Wu Ding has already died and is called “Father
Ding” by his sons and successors Zu Geng and Zu Jia. Xiao Yi is then called “Ancestor (Grandfather)
Yi”. For periodization issues of the Li diviner group divination records, see Li Xueqin 2016: 18-24,
Qiu Xigui 2012: 1.92-139, Huang Tianshu [1991] 2007, and Li Xueqin and Peng Yushang 1996. See
Wang Yunzhi (2010: 243-277) for an overview and reading selection.
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Table 2: Synchronization of Huayuanzhuang East-Li diviner group I divinations on war with the
Shao territory.

Dates

Divination Texts

Catalog #

Day
丁卯貞：王比沚[戓]伐召方，受[又(祐)。在]祖乙宗卜。五月。
TN 81
04/60 Tested on Dingmao: His Majesty, allying with Zhi [Ge] to attack the Shao territory, will receive [aid]. Divined [at] Ancestor Yi’s temple. Fifth month.
Day
辛未貞：王比沚戓伐召方。
08/60 Tested on Xinwei: His Majesty will ally with Zhi Ge to attack the Shao territory.
辛未貞：王比[沚]戓
Tested on Xinwei: His Majesty will ally with [Zhi] Ge…
辛未卜：伯戓爯(稱)册。唯丁自正(征)卲。
辛未卜：丁弗其比伯戓伐卲。
Divined on Xinwei: Bo Ge has raised a document. It will be His Highness
himself who rectifies Shao.
Divined on Xinwei: His Highness is not likely to ally with Bo Ge to attack
Shao.
辛未卜：丁唯好令比[伯]戓伐卲。
Divined on Xinwei: It will be Hao whom His Highness commands to ally
with [Bo] Ge to attack Shao.
辛未卜：丁唯子令比伯戓伐卲。
辛未卜：丁唯多[丯(介)臣令]比伯戓伐卲。
Divined on Xinwei: It will be our lord whom His Highness commands to
ally with Bo Ge to attack Shao.
Divined on Xinwei: It will be the Many [Great Wardens] whom His Highness [commands] to ally with Bo Ge to attack Shao.

TN 81

TN 2605
HYZ 449

HYZ 237

HYZ 275

Heji 33058
Day
癸酉貞：王比沚戓伐召方，受[又(祐)。] 在大乙宗[卜]。
10/60 Tested on Guiyou: His Majesty, allying with Zhi Ge to attack the Shao territory, will receive [aid]. [Divined] at Da Yi’s temple.
Day
丁丑貞：王比沚戓伐召[方]。
14/60 Tested on Dingchou: His Majesty will ally with Zhi Ge to attack the Shao
[territory].

TN 81

⁎ Huayuanzhuang East divinations are marked HYZ in the column “Catalog #”; Xiaotun South divinations from the Li diviner group are marked either TN (Xiaotun nandi jiagu) or Heji (Jiaguwen
heji). Interchange of appellations for the king, Wang 王 and Ding 丁, are in bold. “Ancestor
Yi” refers to the 18th Shang king. He was king Wu Ding’s great-great-grandfather.
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Part II: People
2.1 Preface
Divinations produced on behalf of an adult son of Wu Ding and Lady Hao naturally revolved around members of the royal family, members of the prince’s own
household, and people who served and dealt with both. More than forty people
simultaneously occur in these divinations and in those made on behalf of or by
Wu Ding and other royal family members between the middle to late period of
this king’s reign.54 Matching the people whose names occur across the records of
multiple divination groups can be a useful albeit indirect method to help with
dating an inscription.55
There are approximately seventy living people and twenty-five ancestors in the
Huayuanzhuang East records. 56 The main character, his parents the king and
queen, family members including children, brothers, cousins, aunts, and colleagues, servants, workers and trusted associates occur frequently, while others
appear sporadically or rarely. The divinations were performed and recorded by
what was essentially a nameless professional group of diviners and scribes. However, the prince himself, along with family members and colleagues occasionally
made their own divinations.57
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54 Zi Hua 子畫, Trader Zhu 賈壴, and Wei 韋 are the best examples. Zi Hua was a member of the royal
family during the reigns of Wu Ding and Zu Geng, a major provider of goods, and an active participant
in the war against the Shao territory. (Zi Hua in the Huayuanzhuang East divinations has a “friend” called
Shao (416.1).) Divinations about the death and burial of Wei in these divinations and synchronizing them
with divinations about him in late Wu Ding period divinations is a possible linchpin for dating the corpus;
see Wei Cide 2006: 39-98. Trader Zhu was a trader for both the Huayuanzhuang East prince (102.1,
264.2) and Wu Ding (Heji 9650, TN 2438); see Han Jiangsu and Jiang Linchang 2010: 462-465.
55 For an excellent display of how this is done in Shang inscriptions, see Zhao Peng 2007: 198209, and Huang Tianshu 2006: 149-156. In Western Zhou bronze inscriptions, see Edward
Shaughnessy 1991, 2012: 206-233.
56 Different totals adduced by scholars rest on interpretation. All scholars agree that there are
at least seventy living people and more than 20+ ancestors. See Wei Cide 2006: 61-86, Zhao Peng
2007, 2010, Lin Yun 2007, Gu Yu’an 2009, and Wang Yunzhi 2010: 455. Zhao Peng only calculates
names, and does not include appellations, titles, or ranks.
57 There is a prevalent misconception that the Huayuanzhuang divination workshop consisted of approximately twenty diviners (ZSKY 2003, Wang Yunzhi 2010: 453). This miscalculation has led to the formulation of historical inaccuracies concerning the status of its patron and his resources, and the false
identity of a named “diviner-group”, when the daily divinatory staff was in effect a nameless group of
specialists. The patron and head of the family did make his own divinations (count still to be calculated),
and Jin 金 (four certain instances on four shells), Pou 剖 (two instances), Ya Dian 亞奠 (two instances on
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The ancestors that received the most ritual attention and worship were those
in the prince’s personal memory: his grandparents, uncles and aunts, greatgrandparents, and one juvenile. This last “ancestor”, referred to as “Child (of day)
Gui”, was perhaps a deceased child of his.
Individuals and groups of people, including deceased ancestors, can be
classified as:
1) The royal family
a) The main character and patron of the divination and scribal workshop－an
adult male, son of the king and queen, and head of his own household.
b) The king and queen, the main character’s parents.
c) Family members and relatives: his wife, children, brothers, cousins,
aunts, uncles, etc.
d) Ancestors.
2) Staff and entourage, including diviners, scribes, servants, traders, artisans,
builders, etc.
3) Performers, including dancers and musicians.
4) Military officials and personnel.
5) Business associates, including contributors of divination materials, animals,
textiles, and other goods.
6) Captives and slaves.
7) Non-royal families, allies, and associates.
8) Territorial groups.
9) Others.
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one shell), You You 由友 (three instances on two shells), the Blind Music Master 瞽 (one instance), and
others made guest appearances. The inflated number of twenty diviners comes mainly from what I consider a misreading of a series of interrelated and abbreviated divination accounts on the three-shell set
205-349-441. (Section 2.10 in the Introduction, about divinations made for Jin, explains how I understand
this type of shorthand; many of the so-called “diviners” were actually the subjects of divination.) Another
indication that the high number of professional “daily” diviners in the Huayuanzhuang East divination
workshop was not this large can be deduced through a comparison with the number of professional diviners in the other workshops at this time. Based on a study of diviner groups by Chen Mengjia (1956: 156205), the most prolific professional divination organization during Wu Ding’s reign, the Bin diviner group,
consisted of fifteen core-member diviners (not including the king), and the following nine members were
the most productive: Bin 賓, Ke 殼, Zheng 爭, Gen 亘, Wei 韋, Gu 古, Pin 品, Yong 永, and Nei 內. (Chen
notes that membership to this workshop could be understood to have consisted of as many as 20+ diviners if including non-core and occasional members.) As for divination made for royal family members other
than Wu Ding, the total number of diviners in the workshop that produced the Zi-group I (= “C type”; see
Table 1) oracle bone accounts appears to have been just two (not including the patron of the workshop
and head of the family): Yan 衍 and Hui (彗); see Shen Pei 2009: 111-113.
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A list of people is provided at the end of the Introduction (Table 5).
Hitherto I have referred to the patron-main character of the divinations as a
prince and the other two central characters as his parents the king and queen.
This section provides the supporting evidence. The secure identification throughout these divination accounts of a living Lady Hao both as the main character’s
mother and as Wu Ding’s spouse is a starting point to confirm the identities of the
main character and the person called “Ding 丁”. Table 2 has already demonstrated the interchange of two appellations for Wu Ding, “Ding” and “Wang 王”
(king). A person called “Ding” occurs in other royal family divination records but
prior to this discovery it was not clear that this word was another designation for
the king. Huayuanzhuang diviners as a rule also only called their patron by an
appellation, “Zi 子”, which in addition to its primary meaning of “child”, was also
a designation for an eldest son and head of a family.58 Lady Hao’s identification
is key because these two appellations, “Zi 子” and “Ding 丁”, are ambiguous out
of context and had a wider application. Divination records made for royal family
members other than the kings also used these appellations, but prior to this discovery their identities were obscured by the absence of a person with a secure
identity like what we now have with Lady Hao.
The appellation “Ding” was not restricted for royal use, although the majority of
instances in oracle bone inscriptions occur in royal family group divinations in reference to the Head of the royal lineage, the Shang kings. This appellation however also
occurs in oracle bone divinations made for the kings in reference to the Head of other
lineages and groups of people, and this usage indicates a wider application. Additional names for a living Lady Hao like “Majestic Lady Hao”, “Majestic Lady Mother”,
“Mother, His Majesty’s Lady” and “His Highness’ Majestic Lady” provide compelling
evidence that she was the main character’s mother and a wife of the king. There are
instances of a female called solely “Lady”, but an intact shell like HYZ 5 with its interrelated and coherent divination sequence confirms that it referred to Lady Hao as
well. Once the identity of the main character is revealed to be an adult son of a living
Lady Hao and Wu Ding, the next issue is to try and identify which of the king’s children this prince might have been. Finally, I offer evidence to support my statement
above about the meaning and usage of “Ding” as a designation.
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58 Lin Yun 1979, Zhu Fenghan 2004a: 39-60, Liu Yuan 2007, and Chen Guangyu 2009: 164-173.
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2.2 Comparison between the organization of royal households
in the Huayuanzhuang East and Zi-group divinations
Scholars have long known about divinations made for people other than the Shang
kings. Amongst these types of divinations, those made for royal households are the
largest and best understood. Table 1 lists other sets of divinations also called “Zigroup”, and this means that the main character, like the prince in the Huayuanzhuang
East divinations, was also only referred to by the appellation “Zi 子”. One method to
establish the identity of kings and patrons of other Shang divination practices is to
use divination records about ancestor sacrifice to determine generations of ancestors
and to reconstruct ancestor hierarchies. Since this has already been done efficiently
for the Zi-group (Table 1: Lin Yun’s “C type”; hereafter “Zi-group I”) divinations, a basic
understanding of the generation and identity of that main character is additional criteria to identify the generation of the main character in these divinations.
The amount of Zi-group I divinations is significantly less than the nearly 2500
individual Huayuanzhuang East accounts, and the inability to reconstruct divination sets and timelines makes contextualizing it difficult. The number of people in the two sets is approximately the same, but the absence of Lady Hao and
important royal relatives, regional allies, high-ranking officials, and groups of
specialized workers indicates that the Huayuanzhuang East main character had
more power and authority, stronger networks, and a higher status.
Zi-group I divinations often mention nuclear and extended family members, and
people in their employ. The family members and people who received the most concern were the head of the family “Zi 子”, his spouse, brothers and cousins, various
females, and servants and workers.59 Based on our knowledge of divinations of this
kind we should expect to see similar divinations in the Huayuanzhuang East records.
Family members and those who served the house can be partially reconstructed from
a set of nineteen divinations made in a three-shell set (HYZ 205-349-441). Trusted
servants like Da 大 and Fa 發, who handled the prince’s daily affairs, appear throughout the accounts and had a variety of responsibilities and tasks.
The Zi-group I ancestor list outnumbers the Huayuanzhuang East ancestor
list by approximately ten members. Most importantly for our discussion here is
how the “temple-day” names and generational tags of ancestors determine the
generation and identity of the main character in both sets. A “temple-day” name
was fixed at death through divination and refers to the particular day of each week
that an ancestor, at a minimum, received worship and offerings.60 New ancestors
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59 Jiang Yubin 2006: 48.
60 Li Xueqin 2008: 60.
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often required the living to update references to older ancestors by adding words
and numbers to distinguish them as the number of deceased people expanded.61
The most frequently worshipped ancestors in Zi-group I divinations were
called Fu 父 “Father”, which means that these ancestors were one generation ascending from the perspective of that main character. The four temple-day names
that occur in combination with and after the word “Father”— Father Jia (day
1/10), Father Geng (day 7/10), Father Xin (day 8/10) and Father Yi (day 2/10)—
match the temple-day names of ancestors of the Father-generation in Wu Ding’s
divinations. This implies both that the king in Zi-group I divinations was Wu
Ding, and that the main character was a brother or more likely a cousin (Table 3).
Divination accounts made for this brother or cousin of Wu Ding further reveal
that he was of adult age and had already established his own family.
Ancestor lists reveal that the age difference between the main characters of
the Zi-group I divinations and Huayuanzhuang East Zi-group divinations was
generational (Table 3). The main character of the Zi-group I divinations was one
generation older. The method used to determine this is the same that was done
above, that is with a focus on ancestor hierarchies, although as I mentioned earlier
the Huayuanzhuang East records provide a more secure starting point by repeatedly divining about a living Lady Hao. The ancestors of the Father and Mother generation in the Zi-group I divinations equal the ancestors of the Grandfather and
Grandmother generation in the Huayuanzhuang East divinations. This implies
that the main character of the Huayuanzhuang East divinations was a son or
nephew of the king, Wu Ding.
Table 3: Comparison of ancestor designations in Wu Ding’s and Zi-group divinations.
Divinations of
Wu Ding

Ancestor designation
Ancestor
Ding

Zi-group I

Father Yi

Mother
Geng

Father Yi

Huayuanzhuang
East Zi-group II
(HYZ)

Ancestor
Ding

Ancestor
Yi

Ancestress
Geng

Shang
king/queen

Ancestor
Ding
(K 21)

Xiao Yi
(K26)

Xiao Yi’s
spouse
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61 Adam D. Smith 2010: 3-5.

Father
Geng
Father
Geng
Ancestor
Geng

Father
Jia
Father
Jia
Ancestor
Jia

Father
Xin
Father
Xin
Ancestor
Xin

Pan
Geng
(K24)

Yang Jia
(K23)

Xiao Xin
(K25)
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2.3 Zi 子 as the patron of the divination practice and the main
subject in the divinations
Zi 子 is easily identified as the main character in the Huayuanzhuang East records
because this person occurs as the subject of a divination statement far more than
anyone else. This same person was also the only one with the authority to make
formal predictions on divination cracks (text introduced by the word zhan 占
“read a crack > predict”), and the only person other than the king who issued
commands (ling 令). The following instances show how the main character appears as the subject in divination statements on a variety of themes:
(1) 壬申卜：子往于田从昔所。用。擒四鹿。一 35.1
Divined on Renshen: Zi (Our lord) will go to hunt from the old location. Used.
Caught four deer. 1
(2) 己卯卜：子見(獻) 以琡丁。用。一 37.3
Divined on Jimao: Zi (Our lord) will present large jade tablets brought from
You to Ding (His Highness). Used. 1
(3) 癸卜，貞：子耳鳴亡害。一 53.25
Divined on Gui, tested: Zi’s (Our lord’s) ear ringing is without harm. 1
(4) 丁卯卜：雨其至于夕。子占曰：其至，亡翌戊。用。 103.2
Divined on Dingmao: Rain likely arrives by evening. Zi (Our lord) read the
crack and said, “It should arrive; it will be gone tomorrow, day Wu.” Used.
(5) 乙亥夕，歲祖乙黑牝一，子祝。一 161.2
On the evening of Yihai, sacrifice (to) Ancestor Yi one black cow (and) Zi (our
lord) will pray. 1
(6) 庚戌卜：唯王令余呼 (燕>宴)，若。一 420.4
Divined on Gengxu: It being the king’s command (that) I call to banquet, (it)
will be favorable. 1
(7) 乙巳卜：丁各，子[于庭]爯(稱)。用。一 34.11
Divined on Yisi: Ding (His Highness) arrives; Zi (our lord), [in the courtyard],
will raise (jades). Used. 1
Ancestor worship, sacrificial offerings, health and well-being, dreams, the weather,
hunting, ritual performance, war, and the submission of goods and contributions are
central themes of Shang divination as a practice. The syntax or word order of an oracle bone divination statement conveys who was the subject of the divination and language indicates whether a divination was for someone or about them. In four of the
six examples above, “Zi” was the first word of the divination statement, and this is
one of most common types of word-ordering in the corpus, with another being like (5)
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on the topic of ancestor sacrifice, where the initial clause was without a defined subject and the diviner’s patron governed the final clause about prayer. A third type of
syntax, like (7), first stated background information as a circumstance, and then addressed specific information that the diviners wanted to decide. In these instances,
the subject of the divination governed a later clause.
There are divinations, like in the following examples, where a person other
than Zi was the divinatory subject.
(8) 辛卜：丁不涉。一 28.10-11
辛卜：丁涉，从東兆獸(狩)。一
Divined on Xin: Ding (His Highness) is not going to cross the river. 1
Divined on Xin: Ding (His Highness) is going to cross the river and hunt from
the eastern edge. 1
(9) 辛亥卜：惠發見于婦好。不用。一 63.4
Divined on Xinhai: It should be Fa who has audience about/with Lady Hao.
Not used. 1
The use of negatives and other adverbs indicate whether a verb was considered to
be controllable or uncontrollable,62 and whether the topic being divined about was
a subjective preference or an objective impartiality (to a degree). Although Ding
was the subject in (8), the use of the stative, non-modal negative bu 不 “will not/is
not going to” (and elsewhere non-stative, non-modal fu 弗), and not the modals wu
勿 “should not” or wu 毋 “must not”, means that divination was being done about
the king and not for him. When divination was done on behalf of someone (a “client”), diviners used negatives and other adverbs that denoted control and preference like wu 勿 and hui 惠 “it should be”. Divination (9) was about Fa, one of the
prince’s servants, but it was still made on behalf of Zi and something that he could
control and ultimately decide. This particular divination indicates a preference for
Fa to do something and was part of a longer sequence that suggested alternatives.
The occurrence of the first person singular pronoun (yu 余) in (6) means that
Zi made the divination, and confirms that he took orders from the king. In the
same logic, the repeated occurrence in other divination utterances of the designation “Zi”, and not a first person pronoun, implies he was not the diviner of
those divinations, for if he was, and as a rule, he would not have referred to himself in this way. In divinations without a defined subject or in divinations where
the designation “Zi” is absent, it is uncertain who the diviner was. Perhaps Zi was
the diviner or perhaps he was not the diviner but the implied subject; perhaps he
||
62 Takashima 2010: II.28.
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was both the diviner and the implied subject, or perhaps he was the diviner and
the implied subject was collective (“we”).
As in example (4), Zi was the only person with the status and authority to
make formal predictions. This was directly related to his position as head of his
household and attests to the fact that he judged and determined the course of
action for himself, those in his household, and for those who served him.
The Huayuanzhuang East divination records need to be read with foreknowledge that all of the divinations about Zi were for him, and the divinations
concerning Ding, Lady Hao and others were about them but for Zi. Ultimately Zi
endorsed all the results of his divination practice. This is the reason I refer to Zi
as the patron of the divination practice and the protagonist in these divination
accounts. The diviners who made divinations on his behalf entirely represented
his interests. Divinations were based on the patron’s motivations and preoccupations, and constantly pursued his benefit and advantage.

2.4 The appellation “Zi”, his identity as a member of the royal
family, and the probability that he was the son or nephew
of Wu Ding and Lady Hao
As I mentioned earlier, “zi” is a word that in addition to having a root meaning of
“child” was also used in a social context at this time to denote the head of a family.63 From the perspective of the prince’s staff and family members with lower
status “zi” meant “lord” or “master”. 64 From the perspective of his father and
mother it meant “son”. Diviners, scribes, and family members of lower status did
not call their patron and the head of household “child” or “son”, just like the king
and queen did not call their son “lord” or “master”. Perspective is key to understanding how appellations were applied in different linguistic and social contexts. I show how this works later in a discussion about a five-shell set on the
subject of “ear ringing” (tinnitus). (Example (3) cited in the previous section belongs to this set.) “Zi” as an honorific appellation for males continued after the
Shang period and its usage is well attested in Pre-Qin sources in reference to one’s
teacher, one’s master or lord, and as a term of respect to address men in general.

||
63 Lin Yun 1979, Zhu Fenghan 2004a.
64 Compare the interchange of the terms Zi 子/Jun 君 “lord” in the Shang period bronze inscription Xiaozi Sheng you 小子省卣 (JC 5394).
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In Shang divination records approximately 120 people had names that were
preceded by the designation “Zi”.65 “Zi” meant “child” or “prince” from the perspective of the kings, and in reference to royal children. The reason a bare “Zi”
without any name following it was never employed as a regular practice in divinations for or by the kings about their children is because they had many of them.
When referred to individually, royal children were usually called “child X”. The
title duo zi 多子 “Many Children” was how children were referred to as a group,
and this designation presumably continued to be used once they had established
their own households.66 The term duo zi 多子 occurs once in the Huayuanzhuang
East divinations and seemingly referred at least to the twelve “Zi” that appear in
the accounts:, the main character (Zi Rong), Zi Jin, Zi Xing, Zi Pou, Zi Hua, Zi Zeng,
Zi Yu, Zi Guo, Zi Hu, Zi Bi, Zi Sheng, and Zi Mei. There was also a group of people
called “Yong duo zi 雝多子” (HYZ 409.32) that once met with Lady Hao. They were
likely a coalition of family heads from this place, but it is uncertain what their
relationship was to the royal family.
The main character and patron of the Huayuanzhuang East divinations was
the only person diviners called “Zi” without a proper name following it. Other
family members called “Zi + name”, like the eleven “Zi” mentioned above, were
probably brothers and cousins that in some cases had already established families and households of their own. Within their respective households these men
would have also presumably been called “Zi” by their staff and lower status, and
not “Zi” plus their name as they are referred to in these divination records. The
same logic implies that the main character of the Huayuanzhuang East divinations would presumably have been called “Zi” plus one of his names in divinations for or by the king and for or by the heads of other royal family households.
A method to extract the identity of the Huayuanzhuang East main character is
therefore to look for evidence in the king’s divination records and see what connections can be made.
Several interpretations on the identity of the main character have been put
forth to date. While the majority opinion now appears to accept that he was a
member of the royal family and either a son or nephew of Wu Ding and Lady
Hao, skeptics somewhat defensibly point to the inability to match all of the
Huayuanzhuang ancestors to ancestors in Wu Ding’s divinations as an indication
that a royal affiliation is incorrect. But the majority of ancestors do in fact correspond to previously known royal ancestors, and they also line up rather well with
the “near” ancestors in Zi-group Set I divinations.

||
65 Liu Yuan (2007: 307) calculates 124.
66 Zhu Fenghan 2004a.
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There are scholars who propose the protagonist was a male of the same generation as Wu Ding, which means he would have been of the same generation as
the protagonist in the Zi-group I divinations.67 This interpretation suggests that
he traced his ancestry back to a former king but was no longer in the direct line
of rulership. Others have proposed he was a high-ranking official with an uncertain blood relationship to the king.68
There is enough evidence amongst Huayuanzhuang East divinations on ancestor worship to trust that the main character was in fact a generation younger
than both king Wu Ding and the main character of the Zi-group I divinations. The
ancestors who received the most ritual attention are called “Ancestor”—“Ancestor Yi”, “Ancestress Geng”, “Ancestor Jia”, “Ancestor Geng” and “Ancestor
Xin”—and these temple-days plus kin-generation designations perfectly match
the same five ancestors called “Father” and “Mother” in Wu Ding’s divinations
and in Zi-group I divinations. Ancestor Yi and Ancestress Geng were worshipped
and sacrificed to jointly in the Huayuanzhuang East divinations, and this implies
they were husband and wife and that they were Wu Ding’s parents, the 26th Shang
king Xiao Yi and his spouse, “Mother” (Mu) Geng. In the Huayuanzhuang East
divinations Ancestor Yi is also called “Near Ancestor” in a prayer text to be spoken by the main character (HYZ 161). This reference makes it clear that he was of
the prince’s grandfather-generation and not an older more distant ancestor. The
prince’s blood grandparents received the most ritual attention. Nearly half of all
divinations on ancestor worship and sacrifice concern his grandmother Ancestress Geng. The ancestors that occur the most after his grandparents were the
prince’s uncles, who were kings before his grandfather, and his great grandfather.
The striking absence of ancestors from the father-generation in Huayuanzhuang
East worship suggests that the main character’s father was still alive. Coupling
this with fact that Lady Hao was alive and called “mother” and repeated accounts
of the intense and intimate relationship between “Zi”, Ding and Lady Hao naturally leads towards the assumption that Lady Hao and Ding were his parents. A
possible single reference to a “Father Bing” and sporadic sacrifice to a “Mother
Wu” (one of Wu Ding’s other spouses) and a “Mother Bing” indicate that neither
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67 Zhu Fenghan 2004b. Zhu’s starting point is the occurrence in the Huayuanzhuang East divinations of an ancestor called “Elder Brother Ding” 兄丁 (236.3-7). An ancestor called by this designation also occurs in Wu Ding’s divinations and for Zhu this implies the main character of the
Huayuanzhuang East divinations and Wu Ding belonged to the same generation; he proposes
they were cousins.
68 Li Xueqin 1998a; Han Jiangsu 2008.
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of these ancestors one generation ascending were his parents. 69 Assuming the
main character was the son of Wu Ding, the absence of an ancestor called Father
Ding or Mother Xin, which was Lady Hao’s temple-day designation, means that Wu
Ding and Lady Hao were both still alive. The divination accounts make it certain
that they were.
A divination account like the following from HYZ 331 illustrates what I mean
when I say that there was an intense and familiar relationship between the protagonist, Ding, and Lady Hao.
(10) 辛卜：王婦母曰子，丁曰子其有疾。允其有。 一二 331.1-2
其 (寐)，若。
Divined on Xin: The Majestic Lady Mother said, “Son, His Highness said ‘Our
son will likely have sickness.’” (Our lord/I) really might have (sickness). 12
(Our lord/I) should sleep, (for it) will be favorable.
Divinations for and by Shang kings often tried to predict the health and well-being
of themselves and others,70 but the complexity of embedded communication between three people in this divination is unique. A straightforward way to explain
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69 Yao Xuan (2005: 40, note 1) questions the reading of “Father Bing”. If this reading were invalidated
then there would be no instances of ancestors from the father-generation in these divination accounts.
70 See, for instance, the test divination (Heji 20975) by Wu Ding about the state of his own health
in Figure 11. An example of a royal divination about the health of a non-royal person can be seen
in the following divination by one of Wu Ding’s trusted diviners (Heji 3946rv) about a man called
San Feng. The king’s prediction was complex in that he forecasted a date of departure, but also
forecasted that if San Feng did not come it was because he had sickness and had not recovered.
戊寅卜，

貞：䨷其來。
貞：䨷不其來。
王占曰：鳳其出，惠丁。丁不出，鳳其有疾。弗其凡(興)。
At wuyin [15/60] day divination, Gu tested: San is expected to come.
(He) tested: San is not expected to come.
The king prognosticating says: As to Feng [of San], anticipating he will go out, make it be a
ding day. If on day ding he does not go out, (then) Feng [of San] is anticipated to have sickness, [which] one shall not anticipate he will remove [i.e., from which he will not recover].
(Translation after Serruys 2010: 1.135-136)
The prognostication sentence Feng qi you ji 鳳其有疾 in this divination account is parallel with
Wu Ding’s utterance Zi qi you ji 子其有疾 in HYZ 331.1. Predictive statements introduced solely
by the word yue 曰 “said”, in the form “Name + yue” and without the technical term zhan 占
preceding it, are not infrequent in the Huayuanzhuang East divination records; see 60.7, 108.6,
125.1, 157.7-8, 267.2, 271.1, 490.9.
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the relationship between them is that Zi 子 was the son of 王婦母 (Majestic Lady
Mother) and Ding 丁 (His Highness). The king’s statement, transmitted to the prince
via his mother, 71 is quite likely to have originally been a kingly divination and prognostication. What happened as a result and what makes divinations made by people other than the Shang kings exceptional is that the prince’s diviner, or perhaps
the prince himself, then applied the king’s prediction and made a series of divinations based on it. The first, 331.1, tried to determine its validity, while the following
one, 331.2, proposed a remedy to avoid it. This second divination reveals that the
prince took the king’s communication very seriously and with caution.72 The sense
of the word “Zi” in this particular divination is what I meant above when I spoke
about the importance of perspective. Another way to understand the two instances
of “Zi” is “our lord”, with the nuance being that the prince’s diviners took the
queen’s speech and “translated” its content for use in their own divinations.73 As I
alluded to earlier, based on the form of Wu Ding’s divination records it is almost
certain that “Zi” in the king’s utterance above would have been called by another
name when the king’s diviners did their divinations. The next section provides a
clear example of this.
In addition to divinations that read like those of the “family kind”, the main
character was often concerned about the effects of his actions on the king. He
seems consistently preoccupied with the king’s mood towards him, and anxious
about the king’s safety and well-being while away from him.
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71 A sequence of similar communications is portrayed in the Zhou period literary text Cheng wu
程寤 (Awaking in Cheng) (Qinghua 1, strips 1-2; Li Xueqin 2017: 10). The story opens with King
Wen’s queen, Tai Si, having a dream about their son, Fa (i.e., the future king Wu). Waking up
startled, she immediately tells the king about it. The king “did not dare to predict” what the
dream meant, and called for their son. Specialists then performed a complex series of rites designed to protect them and to ensure that the dream was auspicious.
72 Let us assume that word of Wu Ding’s prediction once reached San Feng in Heji 3946. Based
on the divinatory form of Huayuanzhuang East 331, Feng’s diviner, or perhaps Feng himself,
would have also divined to determine its truth. Assuming the divination first stated the context,
it would have been to the effect of: “X [the king’s dispatch] said to Feng, ‘His Majesty said that
you, Feng, will likely have sickness, and if so, be prepared not to recover immediately.’” The
divination statement itself, made in response, could plausibly have been something like the
prince’s. A notable feature of Huayuanzhuang divination practice was making divinations to test
previous divination results and to validate the truth of other people’s statements and forecasts;
see 410.2, 351.5, 257.20, and 59.2.
73 This would then be construed as: The Majestic Lady Mother said to our lord, His Highness
said that our lord would likely have sickness. (Our lord/I) might really have (sickness).
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(11) 甲寅卜：乙卯子其學《商》，丁侃。用。一 487.1-2
甲寅卜：乙卯子其學《商》，丁侃。子占曰：有咎。用。子髀。二三
Divined on Jiayin: On Yimao, if our lord practices “Shang”, His Highness will
be happy. Used. 1
Divined on Jiayin: On Yimao, if our lord practices “Shang”, His Highness will
be happy. Our lord read the crack(s) and said, “There is fault.” Used. Lord Bi. 23
(12) 往于舞，若，丁侃。
183.7
Going to dance will be favorable; His Highness will be happy.
(13) 丙午卜，在 ：子其呼多尹入璧，丁侃。 196.1
Divined on Bingwu, at Lu: If our lord calls the Many Commanders to contribute jade circlets, His Highness will be happy.
(14) 戊寅卜：舟嚨告 ，丁弗 (虞)，侃。一二 255.7
Divined on Wuyin: Zhou Long reports You’s (jade delivery). His Highness is
not going to be upset, (but) happy about it. 12
(15) 甲子，丁各宿。一
60.2
On Jiazi, His Highness will arrive and spend the night. 1
(16) 壬卜：子其入廌、牛于丁。一 38.4-5
壬卜：丁聞子呼[視]戎，弗作 (虞)。一
Divined on Ren: Our lord should contribute antelope (and) cattle to His Highness. 1
Divined on Ren: His Highness, hearing that our lord has called to [inspect]
the (enemy) warriors, is not going to become upset. 1
Numerous divinations are about if and when the king would arrive to the prince’s
location, spend the evening, and participate in ritual activities. Long sequences
of divinations prepared and planned for how the king would be received. The
prince also stayed with Ding for periods of time and divinations made during these
stays were concerned about whether the prince’s departure would upset him.
Comparable to the circumstances surrounding example (10) above, the prince
had divinations made about Ding’s well-being as well.
(17) 丁小艱亡☐。一 155.5
His Highness’ minor affliction will not have… 1
(18) 子有鬼夢，亡戾。一 349.19-20
子夢，丁亡戾。一
Our lord had a demon dream; there will be no misfortune. 1
Our lord dreamt. His Highness will have no misfortune. 1
(Or: Our lord dreamt of His Highness. There will be no misfortune.)
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(17) indicates that Ding was already having trouble of some kind. Although the
inscription is not complete and it is missing a fuller context, the prince seems to
have been aware of Ding’s distress and made his own divination in response and
in order to determine if it would escalate and persist, or whether there was no
need to worry about it further.74 Divinations were also made by the prince’s diviners about whether Ding would continue to worry about their master’s health.
(19) 己卜：丁終 (虞)于子疾。一 69.6-7
己卜：丁終不 (虞)于子疾。一
Divined on Ji: His Highness, until its end, will be upset about our lord’s illness. 1
Divined on Ji: His Highness, until its end, is not going to be upset about our
lord’s illness. 1
This divination sequence suggests that Ding was simultaneously making his own
divinations about his son’s sickness. Divinations like (17) and (19) have led to my
understanding of the king’s utterance in example (10) as the result of an earlier divination prediction.
In the chained sequence in example (18), the prince had a nightmare and
Ding was implicated in it. Divinations followed to ensure that neither the dreamer
nor those in or implicated by the dream would be negatively affected. (See the
three-shell set 349-441-205 for the other people involved.) Although there are no
judgments attached to these records, hypothetically speaking a negative judgment might have been cause to report it to Ding, just like how Lady Hao informed
him that Ding predicted he would get sick.
Examples like those adduced above attest to the complexity of Shang divination. Divination by the kings about family members and subjects, and divination
by royal family members about the king and queen added a special dimension to
communication and social interaction. It reveals the importance of divination
culture and suggests a preoccupation with chance and prediction at the highest
levels of Shang society. The next section, on the identity of the prince, builds off
this discussion.
In summary, the divination accounts confirm that the person called only by
the designation “Zi” was the patron of the divination practice and a member of
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74 See the translation and commentary of HYZ 155 and 156 (=155 verso) for more details. One
HYZ divination account (HYZ 56) states that the prince was planning to make an exorcism rite
for Ding to ancestors of the prince’s grandfather generation. These “grandfathers” were almost
certainly the former kings Pan Geng and Xiao Xin. See Table 3.
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the Shang royal family who was one generation younger than king Wu Ding. He
was almost certainly the son of Wu Ding and Lady Hao. What the divinations do
not make explicit is which son he was. Wu Ding’s diviners made divinations about
childbirth, and there are records of Lady Hao’s pregnancy. How many children Wu
Ding fathered and how many children he had with Lady Hao are unknown. The
more sons he had means the less of a chance we have to make a secure identification. There seems to be, however, enough information in these divination records
to endorse that he was Zi Rong 子 (戎) in the king’s divinations.75

2.5 The hypothesis that the prince was Zi Rong 子戎 in the
divination records of Wu Ding
The Huayuanzhuang East divinations contain a five-shell set with a total of five divinations in seven cracks on the problem of “our lord’s ear ringing” (Zi er ming 子耳
鳴).76 The number of shells or bones used to make divination about a single issue
in Shang oracle bone divination reveals its degree of importance or urgency. In
the Huayuanzhuang divination practice five shells was the highest count used to
form one set, and this implies the prince’s tinnitus was one of the most serious issues that these diviners encountered. Oracle bone divination about ear problems
was rare, but one well-known Wu Ding period divination account confirms that it
was taken seriously and could warrant large-scale sacrificial measures.77 Dates in
the prefaces to this set of Huayuanzhuang East divinations make it relatively
clear that all five shells were in use at the same time and that the entire event
spanned no shorter than what must have been an intense twelve-day period.
Based on the formula by which scribes recorded prefaces in these divination
accounts, the records can be divided into two subsets. One group records prefaces
in a sixty-day count in the form ganzhi bu 干支卜 “Divined on day X/60”, and the
other in a weekly ten-day count in the forms of gan bu 干卜 “Divined on day X/10”
and gan bu zhen 干卜貞 “Divined on day X/10, tested”.
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75 Yao Xuan (2006: 40-55) first proposed the theory that the main character was Zi Rong in Wu Ding’s
divinations. The following sections provide additional support and endorse this interpretation.
76 HYZ 39.21↔53.25-26↔ 450.1↔275.5↔501; Heji 21384 is a “Huayuanzhuang East type” oracle inscription found outside of Pit H3 and it can be synchronized into this set. Ban Gu’s Hanshu
yiwenzhi lists a divination manual on sneezing and ear ringing called Various Predictions about
Sneezing and Ear Ringing 嚏耳鳴雜占; see Li Ling 2013: 192.
77 Heji 22099 [Wu 午-diviner group] records an exorcism for ear ringing and the sacrifice of 158
sheep; see Yu Xingwu 2009:220.
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Subset A:
(20) 壬戌卜，在囗[子] (剖)：子耳鳴唯有 (辭)，亡至艱。一二 450.1
Divined on Renxu (day 59/60), at…Lord Pou: Our lord’s ear ringing means
(or: is a sign that) there is blame, (but) there will be no (risk) reaching (the
point of) affliction. 12
(21) 癸酉卜：子耳鳴唯癸子害。一 275.5
Divined on Guiyou (day 10/60): Our lord’s ear ringing means Gui-day child78
is doing harm. 1
Subset B:
(22) 丁卜：子耳鳴亡害。一 501.1
Divined on Ding: Our lord’s ear ringing is without harm. 1
(23) 庚卜：弜(勿) (禳)子耳鳴，亡小艱。一 39.21
Divined on Geng: Do not make rite to dispel our lord’s ear ringing, (for) there
will be no minor affliction. 1
(24) 癸卜，貞：子耳鳴亡害。一 53.25-26
癸卜，貞：子耳鳴亡害。二
Divined on Gui, tested: Our lord’s ear ringing is without harm. 1
Divined on Gui, tested: Our lord’s ear ringing is without harm. 2
An interconnection undoubtedly exists between these divination accounts regardless of how the ones with partial dates in Subset B are positioned within the
synchrony. No other records of tinnitus in this corpus make it certain that the
divinations made over these five shells originally formed a set. Example (21) is
from HYZ 275, which was part of another divination set (a three-shell set) about
war with Shao discussed earlier and arranged in Table 2. (Day Xinwei 8/60 was
two days earlier than Guiyou 10/60.) Example (24) is a type of divination that I
call a “test divination”. When a divination utterance was preceded by the word
zhen 貞 “test” it represented an advanced decision-making stage of the divination
process and served to make a definitive test or final check of an antecedent. (24)
seems to have tested divinations (20) and (21), neither of which produced a result
when made earlier the same day and the day before. But as far as the records
show neither did the two test-divination cracks. The following divinations made

||
78 The spirit Guizi is more commonly called Zi Gui 子癸. The appellation “Zi” means that this
person died while still a juvenile. Gui, the last day of the ten-day week, was this ancestor’s temple-day. Child Gui was the only juvenile spirit in the HYZ ancestral cult (twelve instance in total;
four instances on HYZ 409 and four instances on HYZ 181). I propose that he was a deceased
child of the main character. Wei Cide (2006: 79-80) comes to the same conclusion. Section 2.10.
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by Wu Ding’s diviners at a separate location, and on what appears to be the same
matter, did in fact get a positive result.
(25) 丁卜，

貞：勿禦子 (戎)[耳] 。王占曰：吉。 (戎)亡 。Heji 3187r
貞：祼于母庚， (贏)。
于妣己祼，子 (戎) (贏)。
Divined on Ding, 79 Ke tested: Do not make an exorcism rite for Zi Rong’s
[ear]80…The king read the crack and said, “Lucky. Rong will not have…”
Tested: Make an ale libation to Mother Geng, (and he) will profit (> improve). 81
(Tested): To Ancestress Ji make an ale libation, (and) lord Rong will profit (>
improve).

This sequence of divinations comes from a nearly intact plastron (Heji
3187r=GuoBo 28; Figure 7). The divination account with the king’s prognostication
was written along the left side of the shell in two columns of large calligraphy and
colored in with cinnabar. Based on the smaller calligraphy on the right hand side
of the shell, the account in large calligraphy was written for display purposes.82
The style of handwriting is what scholars refer to as “Bin 賓 [diviner] type I”, and
this means that it was produced during the middle to early-late period of Wu
Ding’s reign and likely at a location in the north of Xiaotun.83 The test divinations
||
79 I follow the transcriptions in Yinxu jiagu keci moshi zongji, p. 91 and Yinxu jiagu keci leizuan, p.
109, and not the transcription in Zhongguo Guojia bowuguan guancang wenwu yanjiu congshu Jiagu
juan 2007: 145 (the same as Jiaguwen heji shiwen) which reads one missing graph in between Ding
(day 4/10) and the verb bu 卜 “divined”. The color photograph in Zhongguo Guojia bowuguan
guancang wenwu yanjiu congshu Jiagu juan (2007: 16) makes it clear that no graph was missing.
80 I agree with Liu Yuan (2007) who reads this graph as 耳 “ear”. The top of the graph is visible
in Figure 7.
81 The graph transcribed here
is written
in oracle bone script. Liu Yuan (2007) tentatively
reads it as the ancestral form of yin 螾 ‘earthworm’(?); he thinks it means to worsen. I follow the
reading of Wang Yunzhi (2010: 555) as luo , which apparently was a type of reptile. (Traditional
definitions say “dragon”.) This graph ought to be a simplified form of the more pictographic
(Heji 35255 [Li-diviner type]) and
(Western Zhou Geng Ying you 庚赢卣). In the Geng Ying you
庚赢卣 bronze inscription this graph plus “cowrie” writes the word ying 贏 “profit, win”; see
definitions in Axel Schuessler 2007: 575.
82 See David Keightley 1978: 41, fig. 12; 46, n. 90.
83 Sakikawa Takashi (2011: 292) refers to this more specifically as (Bin) “Transition 2 type 過濾
2 類”. The orthographic type of handwriting referred to as “Bin” derives from the name Diviner
Bin, who based on statistics was Wu Ding’s most prolific diviner. Oracle bone scholars refer to
orthographies by diviner name because of the absence of named scribes. A “Bin type” inscription
means the handwriting of a divination account either where Bin or another diviner in his “group
組” was the diviner.
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were made by a known and trusted diviner of the king named Ke.84 Earlier I said
that the king and his diviners would not have referred to one of the king’s children solely by the appellation “Zi”, and here is good evidence to support that interpretation. Diviner Ke calls the king’s son “master/prince Rong”, whereas the
king calls him “Rong” without “Zi” in front of it. A further comparison between
these two sets reveals a correspondence in both form and content.
As is somewhat expected concerning an emergency about their master’s own
person, the prince’s diviners appear to have been considerably more active and
cautious than the king’s diviner. The king, on the other hand, and presumably
once he learned what was happening, wanted to remedy the situation and to see
instant improvement. The use of a specific divination coda by the king’s diviner
conveys this quite directly.85
What we have here is another episode where divination was used to try and predict the fortunes of others. Missing in the scenario presented earlier about Lady Hao
passing on a divination judgment to her son was the king’s actual divination about it.
Read against the five-shell set cited above, I propose that this was precisely the circumstance that led to the divinations about Rong on Heji 3187.
There are several starting points to make a connection between the two sets.
The first is the correspondence between the names Zi Rong and Rong in the king’s
divinations and the toponym Rong in the Huayuanzhuang East accounts. Rong was
one of two toponyms in the Huayuanzhuang East divination accounts that occurred
the most. Second, is how the dates in the preface are recorded in a ten-day count
and not in a sixty-day one. The Huayuanzhuang East divinations regularly used
both ten-day and sixty day counts, but the ten-day count was rare in Bin I scribal
practice.86 Third, is the parallel language between the divination statements “弜(勿)
(禳)子耳鳴” and “勿禦子 (戎)[耳] ”. The first two graphs were variants that
wrote the same word (an adverbial negative), and the predicate verbs that followed
them were synonymous. Both diviners posed their utterances in a negative mode,
and this implies that neither desired to resort to exorcism. The prince’s diviners appear to have not gotten an answer, but the king got the answer he wanted, and subsequently had his scribe display it in large, bold calligraphy.

||
84 This is the same diviner who made the divination about San Feng cited in footnotes 70 and
72. Diviner Ke was a diviner in the Diviner Bin 賓 group. (Serruys calls him “Gu”.)
85 The word ying 贏 does not occur in the Huayuanzhuang East divinations. These diviners did
not use it in their divination practice.
86 For example, none of the examples of Bin I divinations collected in Huang Tianshu [1991]
2007 or Wang Yunzhi 2010: 166 include it. The mode of gradual abbreviation in the preface however is an attested habit of the Bin-group scribes.
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Fig. 7: Wu Ding period “display inscription” of divination about Rong’s ear (illness); Heji 3187
[Bin I type].

The other two divinations by Ke on behalf of the king focused on which female
ancestor to direct ale libations in order for the afflicted to recover. The first proposition
was to direct it to the king’s Mother Geng 母庚, and the second proposition was to
make it to the king’s Ancestress (Grandmother) Ji 妣己. Divinations about making ale
libations to these same recipients occur in the Huayuanzhuang East divinations. Ale
libation (guan 祼) was an integral part of daily worship events and the platform to
make ritual announcements and reports (gao 告). Reports covered a variety of issues
but most commonly concerned urgent matters like sickness and dreams, when exorcism as a remedy had either been postponed or abandoned. When announcements
like this were made in the Huayuanzhuang East divinations, it was usually by the
prince to his Grandmother Geng (i.e., the king’s Mother Geng); and when exorcism
was required, joint rites were performed to the prince’s Grandmother Geng together
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with Geng’s mother-in-law, Ancestress Ji, who was the prince’s great grandmother
(i.e., the king’s Grandmother Ji).
A fourth starting point is that both Zi Rong in Wu Ding’s divinations and the
Huayuanzhuang East prince were often sick and injured. In fact, amongst the
royal children Zi Rong is perhaps best characterized by his illnesses.87 Illness and
death comprised the majority of divinations made on behalf of or by the king
about Zi Rong (10/19 instances). Two divinations (Heji 13874r) specifically inquired into whether “Zi Rong will recover from this illness”, while most of the
others were like Heji 3187, on whether exorcism was needed for him to heal. The
only illness ever mentioned was to the ear.
In addition to the king’s divinations for Zi Rong about directing exorcism rituals to Mother Geng and Ancestress Ji on Heji 3187, Father Yi, Ancestor Ding,
Mother Bing, and Elder Brother Ding were surveyed as alternative recipients (or
targets).88 Father Yi and Ancestor Ding, Wu Ding’s father and grandfather, were
the Huayuanzhuang East prince’s grandfather and great grandfather. The correspondence of ancestor names across the two groups of divination accounts further lowers the odds in favor of Zi Rong in the king’s divinations and “Zi” in the
Huayuanzhuang East divinations being the same person.
The Huayuanzhuang East prince suffered from a variety of illnesses and injuries to his head, ear, mouth, tooth, stomach, and shoulder. As I mentioned earlier, the simultaneous use of a set of five-shells to make divinations on a single
topic implies that the issue was of maximum concern. Ear ringing and ear illness
rarely occurred in Shang oracle bone divinations and two of the three people that
had it were Zi Rong and the Huayuanzhuang East prince. Since both were one
generation younger than Wu Ding, members of the royal family, and either one
of his children or nephews, the odds that Zi Rong was the Huayuanzhuang East
prince seems the lowest amongst the possible choices.89

||
87 Liu Yuan 2007.
88 Liu Yuan 2007.
89 Dong Zuobin (1933) once made the conceivable assertion that Zi Rong was a son of the direct
line and the future king (K29) posthumously called Zu Jia 祖甲 “Ancestor Jia”. In the same vein,
there is no reason not to at least entertain the possibility that Zi Rong could have been the future
king (K28) posthumously called Zu Geng 祖庚 “Ancestor Geng” (Liu Yuan 2018: 96). Zu Geng and
Zu Jia were two of Wu Ding’s sons.
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2.6 The prince and the place Rong
The toponym Rong
(戎) occurs thirty-five times on twenty shells and was a
place of concentrated activity for the main character. The divination accounts
suggest that the prince, under the king’s command and along with other members of their clan, sieged and subdued Rong. After doing so he settled there and
took it as a stronghold. I propose that the name Zi Rong in Wu Ding’s divinations
was related to and a result of this victory. Oracle bone records firmly attest to an
association between names and places, and especially names that occur in the
formula “Zi 子 + name”. Nearly 50% of the 185 examples of “Zi + name” in Shang
oracle bone and bronze inscriptions correspond to places.90
Divinations about the toponym Rong can be divided into five categories:
1) The submission of Rong (157, 294)
2) Construction works (294, 416.12↔286.11, 419)
3) Visits by family members (37, 63, 195, 294) and an important ally (108)
4) Ritual activity (81, 195, 248, 286, 474, 490, 491, 493, 421)
5) Weather (103)
The synchronies 157↔294 and 37.20-23↔63.1-3↔195.1-4 (↔81.1↔248) are particularly significant. The first divination sequence details events related to the prince
taking control of Rong along with a brother or cousin and other members of “His
Highness’ clan-based military unit”. An announcement was then sent to the king
that reported the state of affairs, the group’s well-being, taking up residence, and
plans to build constructions in his name. The second sequence tells of plans and
preparations made in advance of a visit by Lady Hao, sacrificial and worship events
for the prince’s grandmother, and the death of Wei 韋 mentioned earlier. The dates
in the list above all correspond and the divinatory content is interrelated. Table 4
attempts to collate and reconstruct a unified timeline of events.

||
90 Zhang Bingquan (1988: 301-350) has made the most comprehensive study of the correspondence
between people’s names and place names. These statistics are from Song Zhenhao 2010: 442.
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Table 4: The “Rong” synchrony
Date of
divination

Divination record

HYZ #

Day 36/60

己亥卜：子于 (戎)宿，夙殺牢妣庚。用。一
Divined on Jihai: Our lord, staying overnight in Rong, at dawn will kill
some pen-raised cattle (for) Ancestress Geng. Used. 1
庚子，歲妣庚在 (戎)牢。子曰：卜未(妹)。子髟(孚)。一
On Gengzi (day 37/60), sacrifice (to) Ancestress Geng some pen-raised
cattle that are at Rong. Our lord said, “(This) crack, still not yet [said of
the proposed sacrifice].” Our lord trusted (it). 1

267

Day 38/60

辛丑卜：翌壬子其以[中]周于 (戎)。子曰：不其囗[孚]。 一
Divined on Xinchou: Tomorrow, Ren (day 39/60),91 our lord should lead
[Zhong] Zhou into Rong. Our lord said, “Is not likely….” [Trusted]. 1

108

Day 45/60

戊申卜：其將妣庚于 (戎)東官(館)。用。一
Divined on Wushen: Should carry in offerings (to) Ancestress Geng in
Rong’s eastern guesthouse. Used. 1
癸丑，將妣庚，其歲妣庚牢。在 (戎)。一二三
On Guichou (day 50/60), carrying in offerings (to) Ancestress Geng,
should sacrifice (to) Ancestress Geng some pen-raised cattle. At Rong. 123

248

Day 48/60

辛亥卜：子以婦好入于 (戎)。用。 一
Divined on Xinhai: Our lord will lead Lady Hao to enter into Rong. Used. 1
辛亥卜：子肇婦好琡。往 (縣)，在 (戎)。 一二
Divined on Xinhai: Our lord will dispense Lady Hao some large jade tablets. Going to Xuan, at Rong. 12
辛亥卜：呼微面見于婦好。在 (戎)。用 一
Divined on Xinhai: Call Wei to face and have audience about/with Lady
Hao. At Rong. Used.1
辛亥卜：惠入人。用。 一
Divined on Xinhai: It should be Ru men. Used. 1

195

||
91 It is possible that the graph 子 in this inscription was intended to be read as two words: read
up in combination with Ren 壬 as Renzi 壬子, day 49/60; and read down as the subject, “our
lord”. As such, yi Renzi 翌壬子 would then be, “upcoming Renzi (day 49/60).”
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63
辛亥卜：子其以婦好入于 (戎)，子呼多御(禦)正(征)見于婦好，肇紤
十。往 (縣)。 一
Divined on Xinhai: When our lord leads Lady Hao into Rong, our lord will
call the Many Defense Regulators to have audience about/with Lady
Hao, (and) dispense (to her) ten tapestries. Going to Xuan. 1
辛亥卜：發肇婦好紤三，微肇婦好紤二。用。往 (縣)。 一
Divined on Xinhai: Fa will dispense Lady Hao three tapestries, (and) Wei
will dispense Lady Hao two tapestries. Used. Going to Xuan. 1
辛亥卜：惠發見于婦好。不用。 一
Divined on Xinhai: It should be Fa who has audience about/with Lady
Hao. Not used. 1
Day 49/60

壬子卜：子其告 (戎)既 (率)丁。子曾告曰：丁族 (宓)孰(塾)宅。子 294
其作丁予(序)于 (戎)。 一
Divined on Renzi: Our lord should report that Rong is already under control
(to) His Highness. Lord Zeng reported (it), saying, “His Highness’ clan-based
military unit is safe and residing (in) stations next to the main gate. Your son
(or: Our lord) shall (< expects to) build His Highness’ school in Rong.” 1
壬子卜：子戠(待)，弜(勿)告 (戎)既 (率)于[丁]，若。一
Divined on Renzi: Our lord will wait; do not report that Rong is already
under control to [His Highness], (for it) will be favorable. 1
壬子卜：子寢于 (戎)，弜(勿)告于丁。 一
Divined on Renzi: Our lord houses in Rong; do not report it to His Highness. 1
壬子卜：子丙其作丁予(序)于 (戎)。 一
Divined on Renzi: Our lord, on a Bing day, should build His Highness’
school in Rong. 1
37
壬子卜：子以婦好入于 (戎) ，肇琡三。往 (縣) 一二
Divined on Renzi: Our lord will lead Lady Hao into Rong. Dispense (to
her) three large jade tablets. Going to Xuan. 12
壬子卜：子以婦好入于 (戎)。子呼多賈見于婦好，肇紤八 。 一
Divined on Renzi: Our lord will lead Lady Hao to enter into Rong. Our
lord will call the Many Traders to have audience about/with Lady Hao,
(and) dispense (to her) eight tapestries. 1
壬子卜：子以婦好入于 (戎)，子呼多御(禦)正(征)見于婦好，肇紤十。
往 (縣)。 一二三四五
Divined on Renzi: Our lord will lead Lady Hao to enter into Rong. Our
lord will call the Many Defense Regulators to have audience about/with
Lady Hao, (and) dispense (to her) ten tapestries. Going to Xuan. 12345
壬子卜：其將「妣庚」示，工(貢)于東官(館)。用。 一
Divined on Renzi: When carrying in (offerings) (to) [Ancestress Geng’s]
altar, bestow them in the eastern guesthouse. Used. 1

81

壬子卜：其將妣庚示，工(貢)于東官(館)。用。一
Divined on Renzi: When carrying in offerings (to) Ancestress Geng’s
altar, bestow them in the eastern guesthouse. Used. 1

490
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癸丑卜：其將妣庚[示]于 (戎)東官(館)。用。 二
Divined on Guichou: Should carry in offerings (to) Ancestress Geng’s
[altar] in Rong’s eastern guesthouse. Used. 2
乙卯，歲豭， 鬯祖乙。用。 一二三
On Yimao [day 52/60], sacrifice boars (and) offer aromatic ale (to) Ancestor Yi. Used. 123

195

癸丑卜：歲食牝于祖甲。用。 二
Divined on Guichou: Sacrifice feed cows to Ancestor Jia. Used. 2
乙卯，歲且(祖)乙豭， 鬯一。 一
On Yimao, sacrifice (to) Ancestor Yi some boars (and) offer one bowl of
aromatic ale. 1

37

Day 51/60

甲寅卜：子逆外母 (子)于帚(婦)好，若。 一二三
Divined on Jiayin: Our lord will meet (his) Aunt’s children at Lady Hao’s
(location), (for it) will be favorable. 123

294

Day 52/60

乙卯卜：子丙速。不用。 一二
Divined Yimao: Our lord, on a Bing day, will invite (others). Not used. 12
乙卯卜：歲祖乙牢，子其自，弜(勿)速。用。 一二
Divined on Yimao: In sacrificing (to) Ancestor Yi some pen-raised cattle,
our lord should do it himself; (he) ought not invite (anyone else). Used. 12

294

乙卯卜：惠白豕祖乙。不用。 一
Divined on Yimao: It should be white pigs (to) Ancestor Yi. Not used. 1

37

Day 57/60

庚申卜，貞：執死。 一二
Divined on Gengshen, tested: Shackled (prisoners) will die. 12

294

Day 59/60

壬戌卜：在 (戎) (葬)韋。用。 一
Divined on Renxu: At Rong, bury Wei. Used. 1
于襄 (葬)韋。不用。 一
In Xiang, bury Wei. Not used. 1

195

Day 06/60

己巳卜：[子]其告[ (戎)]既[ (率)]丁，若。 一
Divined on Jisi: [Our lord] should report (that) [Rong] [is] already [under
control] (to) His Highness, (for it) will be favorable. 1
戠(待)，弜(勿)告。 一
Wait, do not report (it). 1

157

Day 50/60

103
己巳卜：在 (戎)，庚不雨。子占曰：其雨。亡司(嗣)夕雨。用。 一
Divined on Jisi, at Rong: Geng day is not going to rain. Our lord read the
crack and said, “It should rain; rain will not carry on into the evening.”
Used. 1
己巳卜：在 (戎)，其雨。子占曰：今夕其雨，若。己雨其于翌庚亡司
(嗣)。用。 一
Divined on Jisi, at Rong: It is likely to rain. Our lord read the crack and
said, “If it rains this evening, (consider it) favorable. Ji day rain is not
likely to carry on into the next day, Geng.” Used. 1
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This synchrony has been reconstructed with divinations from twelve shells and
centers around the event of “leading Lady Hao into Rong”. Divination records are
arranged chronologically and span thirty-one days, from day 36/60 through day
6/60. Alternative reconstructions are possible, and it is also possible that more
divination accounts can be included. A review of all the divination records including Rong and Fu*,92 which are the two places that occur with the most frequency, reveals that diviners had a tendency to make divinations about Rong
during the latter half of the week (days 6-10), and divinations about Fu* during
the earlier half of the week (days 1-5).93
Events and plans that occur in the collated set of “Rong divinations” contrast
quite drastically from events and plans that happened at other locations. Interpretations will surely vary, but I propose that the following events took place. Rong
was taken by military force under the prince’s command and along with other royal
family members and clansmen. There were prisoners and deaths. An ally of the
prince, Wei 韋, appears to have died in action and his burial was planned. Once
under control, the prince started to stay overnight in Rong. He made sacrificial offerings to his ancestors, and with an emphasis on offering rites for his deceased
grandmother. A member of the royal family was sent by the prince to report to the
king about the status and safety of clan members who participated, and about the
construction of a school to be made in the king’s name. The prince took residence
in Rong. Lady Hao, other family members, and an important ally (Zhong Zhou)
were accompanied into Rong and received with an audience and ceremonial gifts
by the prince, military personnel, and select members of the Many Servitors and
the prince’s entourage. Ancestral spirit tablets were arranged in new places of worship and sacrificial offerings were made both with local and imported stock. Additional construction works were undertaken, and these included building and repairing guest residences, a tower, and an ancestral temple.94
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92 This place is written in several different ways, including ,
,
and . The symbol * after “Fu” means the reading is uncertain. In transcription I use .
93 Divinations about Rong and Fu* occur on the same plastron (437), and although dates are
missing it is still suggestive that these two locations were not far from one another. Fu* occurs
with You (柚 = Xun 鄩) on another plastron (363), and Xun’s probable location in the vicinity of
Wenxian, Henan provides a hint as to the location of Fu*. Wu Ding’s divination records imply that
Fu* was no more than a three day journey to Gu 雇 (滬) (Heji 24347), and based on Eastern Zhou
sources oracle bone scholars often propose that Gu was located in the area of Xingyang, Henan
滎 陽 (northwest of Zhengzhou). The section below on the location of Rong discusses
Huayuanzhuang East geography in more detail.
94 Although missing locative clauses, I am assuming here that verb phrases in other divinations about construction work like “build ancestral temple 作宗” (292) and “build guesthouse
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Furthermore, a series of weather divinations (HYZ 103; Figure 8) was made at
Rong and recorded in large calligraphy. This type of “display inscription” is uncommon in the Huayuanzhuang East divination records, although there was a
tendency for scribes to write locative clauses—“at Place”, in handwriting that
was larger than the other words in the same account. All of the divinations on the
intact HYZ 103 were made on one day and the form in which the inscriptions were
written reveal the importance of this location to the prince.

Fig. 8: Divinations about the weather in Rong (HYZ 103)

||
作官(館)” (113) were also related to the relocation and building program in Rong. 292, for example, mentions using the same item (紤) given to Lady Hao as a gift upon her arrival in Rong
(37↔63↔195),
其乍(作)宗惠大紤 二
When building the ancestral temple, it should be a large number of tapestries. 2
437 also mentions “continuing to completion” and “tapestries” and is dated Gengshen (day
47/60). It is likely that this record should be synchronized into the timeline. 416.12, dated Jiawu
(day 31/60), is a divination about completing the construction of “Rong’s guesthouse”.
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2.7 The location of Rong
Late Shang and early Western Zhou bronze vessels inscribed with the name
“Rong” are well attested,95 and a cluster has been discovered near Mt. Cang 蒼山
in southern Shandong.96 This does not mean that Rong in the Huayuanzhuang
East divination accounts was here, but it does provide a conceivable starting
point. The divinations about where to bury Wei in Table 4 (HYZ 195) suggest that
Xiang 襄 was not far from Rong, and based on Eastern Zhou geography Xiang
might have been located in the area of modern day Puyang, Shandong.97 Ge 割
(葛) is another place with a possible southwest Shandong connection.98 Bronzes
inscribed with this name were discovered in a late Shang-early Western Zhou
cemetery in Yanzhou, Shandong.99
Even though the evidence presented above suggests that Rong and a couple
other places might have been located in the east, that is, east of Anyang in Shandong province, there is just as much evidence, if not more, that Rong was in fact
in Henan province, to the west of Anyang, and in the area of Wenxian 溫縣,
Qinyang 沁陽, and Xiuwu 修武. A starting point is the place called Qin , which
almost certainly is to be associated with the Qin River 沁水.100 Secondly, are the
numerous divinations and notations concerning war with Shao 召.101 The Shao
territory was located west of Shang and in the area between Jiyuan, Henan 河南
濟源 and Yuanqu, Shanxi 山西垣曲.102 Thirdly, there are many references to the
main character at a place called You 柚 (=Xun 鄩), which according to Eastern
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95 Yin-Zhou jinwen jicheng shiwen 4: 380.
96 Li Xueqin 1999. The bronzes Li refers to are inscribed
(Rong 戎) and not , which is the
only way this place in the Huayuanzhuang East records was ever written. Li suggests the two
graphs were variants and I agree with him, although both graphs do occur in the Huayuanzhuang
East divinations.
occurs once and means “warrior” (HYZ 38);
most frequently occurs as a
place name, but it also occurs once as a verb and presumably meant to strike or battle (HYZ 116).
Obviously we have to allow for the possibility that these two graphs wrote different words, and
this would then mean that bronzes inscribed
are not related at all to the place , and that
did not write the word rong 戎. We also have to allow for the possibility that
inscribed on
bronzes was not, in every instance, a name but meant something else, like “warrior”.
97 Yu Xingwu 1979: 133.
98 See GuLin bubian #3182: 783-785 and the commentary to HYZ 252 for the reading of Ge.
99 Li Xueqin 1998: 91.
100 The area spans between Qinyang city 沁陽市 in northwestern Henan, and Qinyang county
沁陽縣 in southwestern Shanxi. HYZ 85 records a divination about plans to build a tower here.
101 See Table 2; HYZ 429, HYZ 403.3, HYZ 247.8-9, and HYZ 262.2.
102 Shirakawa Shizuka 1955; Lin and Sun 2010: 93.
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Zhou sources was located not far from Wenxian,103 in addition to him being at
several other places in southwestern Shanxi, most notably Tang 唐.104 HYZ 36 records “entering Shang” and “being at You 柚”, and this not only implies the two
places were close in distance, but also suggests that a western border of Shang
was in the vicinity of Wenxian.105 Although a more detailed study is needed, I take
the position here that Rong was to the west of Anyang and in this general area.

2.8 The prince’s age
There are two competing theories about the prince’s age. The first takes account of
his repeated illnesses and proposes that he had already reached middle age. The
second focuses on the habitual rate of divinations about “practicing/training” (xue
學) and suggests that he was between the ages of 15 and 20. Nevertheless “practicing” in advance of a performance does not imply age, and besides, xue 學 also
meant to instruct.106 The prince had several children, played a lead role in ancestor
worship,107 issued commands to other royal family members and to military personnel, had strong relationships with elite lineages, and his access to abundant imports, commodities, and large numbers of livestock and horses. These all suggest
he was older than a teenager.

2.9 Ding 丁
A man called Ding, with his name written
(丁), was the person who interacted
the most intensely with the prince. Occurring over 200 times, this figure possessed entitlements that hitherto have only been associated with Shang kings. He
was said to be in the royal domain, decided who would take part in a military
expedition against Shao, issued commands to the prince, and was the only one
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103 See the commentary to HYZ 36.
104 See the commentary to HYZ 312, 53 and 26.
105 “Shang”, meaning the Shang territory (royal domain), occurs four times in the Huayuanzhuang
East accounts. Two of these instances mention to “enter Shang 入商”. Aside from HYZ 36, the
other occurrence is 176, which has a postface that the prince was at . I read
as Lu 鹿 and
agree with Li Ling (ShangBo 2 commentary (2002: 286)) that it was northeast of Mt. Song 嵩山.
106 Both Serruys (1986: 213) and Takashima (2010: I.124) (for Bingbian 22.5-6) give “instruct”.
Yang Shengnan (1982: 381) defines it as “to train”. Keightley (2012: 348) translates it “instruct,
learn”. HYZ 473.1 has the phrase xue Qiang 學羌 “instruct Qiang”.
107 Specifically as the invocator at sacrificial rites to near ancestors and in performing exorcism
rites (most notably for his father the king (HYZ 56)).
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with the status to host (bin 賓) the most important ritual events for the high Shang
ancestors. He allocated to the prince control items like prisoners from different
camps and special grain reserved for ancestor worship. Conversely, Ding was the
main outlet for the prince’s upward flow of export tribute and the main recipient of
his contributions, the person to whom the prince reported, and the recipient of repeated invitations to feast and drink and to watch music and dance performances.
Two points emphasized earlier clinch the fact that Ding was the king:
1)
2)

Ding was often paired with Lady Hao, who was one of Wu Ding’s spouses.
Lady Hao was specifically referred to as his wife.
The synchronization of a series of war divinations against Shao (Table 2).

2.9.1 The meaning of the appellation Ding

(丁)

A man named Ding occurs in royal family divinations and in Wu Ding’s divinations in reference to men from other lineages, but prior to this discovery its meaning and context was unclear. The interchange of the appellations Ding 丁 “His
Highness” and Wang 王 “king” in Table 2 confirms that, in this case, both referred
to Wu Ding. (An interchange of “His Highness” and “king” also occurs in the
same divination account (HYZ 480).) The word “king” 王 occurs twice as an independent word in the Huayuanzhuang East divinations. It also appears in a ligature fused with “Lady 婦” as a designation for the “Majestic Lady” Hao 王婦好,
who was also called “His Highness’ Lady” (Ding fu 丁婦). Here I address what
meant as the designation for a living man and what word the graph wrote. To date
there are four interpretations and none have garnered a general acceptance.
1) Ding was a birth day.
2) The “Yi-Ding system” hypothesis.
3)
wrote the word bi 璧 “disc, circlet”, used as rebus for pi 辟 “lord”.
4) Ding was phonetic loan and substitution for di 帝 “g-d; eldest son of the direct
line of the royal lineage”.
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2.9.2 Ding as a birth day and the “Yi-Ding” hypothesis
The simplest yet most deceptive interpretation is that
was the same word as day four
108
occurs most frequently in the Huayuanzhuang
of the ten-day week. The graph
East accounts in the following usages: 1) as day four of the ten-day week; 2) as day four
of the ten-day week and in combination with a kin designation to form a temple or day
name (miaohao 廟號/riming 日名) for ancestors; 3) as the name of a living man.
Shang ancestor names usually consist of two parts: a kin designation such as
ancestor, father, mother, elder brother, plus a tiangan, which was one of the ten
celestial signs that formed the “trunk” of the calendrical system.109 Prior to the discovery and study of Shang oracle bones at the beginning of the 20th century, a popular interpretation followed Ban Gu’s (32-92 AD) statement that Shang people were
given posthumous day-names corresponding to the tiangan day of the week on
which they were born.110 Dong Zuobin (1895-1963), who was one of the first scholars
with access to these primary sources, suggested the converse, namely that these
designations were days that corresponded with death days rather than birth days.111
K.C. Chang (1931-2001), unconvinced with either the birth or death day interpretation, proposed a new interpretation based on the uneven distribution and
apparent popularity of certain days in ancestor names versus others. His statistical analysis of Shang period bronze inscriptions strikingly revealed that 86%
were even-numbered. Because of its sheer originality, it is worthwhile to cite here
Chang’s “Yi-Ding system” (乙丁制) hypothesis,
All of these hypotheses are based on the principle that association of an individual with a
day-sign was an accident—the accident of birth, death, or other life event…The fact of the
matter is that this association cannot have been based on such accidental associations. If
it had been, the occurrence of the ten day-signs in a population would show a statistical
randomness. But in fact it is anything but random…It is clear that from the above that the
naming of the Shang kings (and heir spouses and their subjects) was not based on such
accidental events as the birth day, the death day, or the order of ascension. My hypothesis
is that the royal lineages were organized into ten ritual units, named after the ten gan-signs
(day-signs). Kings were selected from various units and were named posthumously according to their day-sign units, which also regulated the rituals performed to them.112
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108 Zhu Qixiang 2006, Cao Dingyun 2006.
109 K.C. Chang 1980: 168.
110 Ban Gu, Baihutong 白虎通 (Discussions at the White Tiger Pavilion), “Xing ming 姓名”: “The Yin
people named children according to their birth days”; cited in K.C. Chang 1980:169, n. 30.
111 Dong Zuobin 1945.
112 K.C. Chang 1980: 165-189.
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Explaining the king as a “ding” unit male seemed plausible and it was an appealing
alternative to the birth/death day interpretation in its time. There are however recognizable problems with it and it is simply no longer viable.113 First, the organization of
Shang royal society into ten ritual units regulated by the ten gan-signs and overseen
by a group of elders is completely without supporting evidence. Second, if kings were
selected from various units that alternated with each successor to the throne, then
our knowledge of the Shang king list as it is recorded in traditional historiographical
works like the “Annals of Yin” in the Shiji would be much harder to understand. For
example, it would be impossible to know what the relationship was, if there was any
at all, between kings and their heirs. Thirdly, Shang period bronze inscriptions record
a husband and wife as having the same day-name. 114 This upsets one of the basic
foundations in Chang’s theory, namely that “ritually recognized spouses did not have
the same gan-signs as their husbands.”115
K.C. Chang’s conclusion is nevertheless useful to invalidate the birth/death
day interpretation. The disproportionate balance that 8.6 out of 10 of the ancestor
designations on Shang bronze inscriptions are even-numbered days makes either
statistically unbelievable.
The most convincing explanation of Shang day-names is Li Xueqin’s theory
that the Shang divined their temple-names at death (or just before).116 Li proved
this beyond the question of a doubt in his 1957 review of Chen Mengjia’s Yinxu
buci zongshu by collating and reconstructing a set of funerary divinations about
the death of king Zu Geng’s queen. The synchrony reveals that upon her death
the queen was given a day-name (gui 癸), which corresponded to the day she began to receive sacrificial worship.117 Divination decided temple days and selection
was subjectively motivated by preference.

2.9.3 Ding 丁 as substitution for di 帝 “g-d; heir of the direct line of the royal
lineage”
Qiu Xigui, based on earlier work by Shima Kunio, suggests “there was a good
chance” that the graph ding 丁 was used as a substitute to write the word di 帝.118
||
113 For critical reviews of Chang’s theory, see Zhao Cheng 2006 and Qiu Xigui 2013.
114 See the Father Ding Mother Ding dagger 父丁母丁戈 in the Shouyangzhai collection (Li
Xueqin 2010: 13-16).
115 K.C. Chang 1980: 177.
116 Li Xueqin 2008:60.
117 See Heji 23712, 23718, 23719, 22559.
118 Qiu Xigui [2005] 2012: 1.516-523; Shima Kunio [1958] 2006.
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(帝 is the ancestral form of di 蒂 “base and receptacle of a plant or flower”.119) In
the oracle bone inscriptions di 帝 has three generally accepted meanings: 1) as
the name for the highest power in the Shang pantheon of deities; 2) as an honorific and posthumous designation for deceased kings of the trunk lineage used in
combination with a tiangan (like Di Jia 帝甲 and Fu Yi di 父乙帝); and 3) as a verb,
read di 禘, which according to later ritual literature was performed in the summer
once every five years and only to the supreme progenitor of the royal line. 120
Against this, Qiu suggests di 帝 was also a designation for the living and proposes
that ding 丁 was used as a phonetic substitution in order to prevent confusion
with its meaning as a deity and as a posthumous title. Qiu then associates di 帝
to its cognate di 嫡 “heir”. Even though the graph di 嫡 does not occur in Shang
script, Qiu cites one oracle bone divination (Heji 30390) to support that it was
originally written with the graph di 帝.121
Several notable scholars have since accepted this interpretation, 122 but there
are reasons to question it. The first is the uncertain assumption that di 帝 could
refer to the living, since it conflicts with traditional definitions:123
天子崩…卒葬曰帝。
When the Son of Heaven dies…finished burial (he) is called di.124
君天下曰天子…措之廟立之主曰帝。
When (the king) is lord over the sub-celestial realm (he) is called the Son of Heaven…having
erected his temple and set up his spirit altar (or: spirit tablet), (he) is called di 帝.125

The term wang di 王帝 occurs in Shang oracle bone inscriptions and Hu Houxuan
and others, including Qiu himself, explain it as meaning the deceased father of the
reigning king.126 Di 帝 also occurs in isolation and in reference to the king’s deceased father.127 In Western Zhou bronze inscriptions di 帝 and its variants 啻 and
occur in ancestor designations like chi/di kao 啻/帝考 and di mu 帝母,128 and in
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119 Luo Kun 2010: 67-72.
120 The parameters of which recipients could receive di-sacrifice in oracle bone inscriptions are
not clearly defined. In Western Zhou bronze inscriptions recipients could be multiple near ancestors of the trunk lineage (father and grandfather).
121 Qiu Xigui 2012: 1.126, and Song Zhenhao 2010: 450.
122 Chen Jian 2004, Yao Xuan 2005: 21, Zhang Yongshan 2006, and Song Huaqiang 2009.
123 Qiu Xigui 2012: 1.521.
124 Da Dai Liji 大戴禮記, “Gao zhi” 誥志 (Wang Pinzhen 1983: 183).
125 Liji 禮記, “Qu li xia” 曲禮下 (Ruan Yuan 1980: 1260).
126 Qiu Xigui 2012: 1.521.
127 Heji 35931.
128 Yin Zhou jinwen jicheng 4129: “皇祖啻考”; Yin Zhou jinwen jicheng 4038; Wenwu 1997.12: 31.
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each case, these terms referred to a deceased ancestor but never to a living person.129
In addition, the fact that the graph di 帝 was used to write compounds severely weakens the notion that it was restricted in any sense and needed to be substituted.130
Two oracle bone divinations from the He 何-diviner group contain both the
graphs ding
and di 帝. This straightforward evidence seems to prove that
these two graphs wrote different words and were not interchangeable.
(26) 丁丑卜，暊貞：其示(?) 宗門，告帝甲暨帝丁，受左. Jiyi 548
Divined on Dingchou, Fu tested: When handing over (unstated object) (at)
the gate of
Ancestral Temple, making announcement to Di Jia together
with Di Ding will receive disapproval.
(27) 卜，暊貞：帝于 ，其牢。Xubian 2.18.9
Divined, Fu tested: Di-sacrificing at , should make it pen-raised cattle.
Di Jia and Di Ding were posthumous designations used by king Kang Ding (K31) for
his father Zu Jia (K29) and his grandfather Wu Ding (K27). Example (26) makes it
clear that di 帝 was an appellation for deceased kings of the trunk line and that
meant something else. In example (27), both di 帝 and occur again together. Di
帝 is clearly a verb and is either a place or the name of the recipient. I return to
discuss the phrase “ 宗” in (26) later, and all I will say here is that there is no
reason to read it as a substitution for Di zong 帝/嫡宗 “ancestral temple of the heir
of the trunk line”.131
The graph Shima reads as “ding 丁” in example (27) and suggests was a loan for
di 帝 “G-d” is almost certainly incorrect. In fact, of the thirty-six examples adduced
by Shima there is not one that does not make sense read either as the day of the week
“Ding”, and as a reference to the deceased Wu Ding or to another Ding-day ancestor,
or not as ding 丁 at all, but as the ancestral form of another word, beng 祊 “temple”
(from fang 方 “square”).132 (Later definitions of beng as a verb say that it means to
make ritual offerings at a temple or just outside of its gate.)
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129 A recently discovered early Western Zhou bronze inscription called Yinggong ding 應公鼎
contains the ancestor designation Wu di ri ding 武帝日丁 and refers to King Wu, heir of the trunk
line, day name Ding; see Li Xueqin 2010.
130 Adam D. Smith 2008: 208-209. See Jiagu wenzi gulin #1132-1135 and #1070 (an allograph of #1135).
131 Song Huaqiang 2009: 134.
132 Liu Yuan 2009: 131-160.
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The verb-noun phrase “即 ” in the following divination sequence is a proposed alternative to “即宗” (approach the ancestral temple), and proves beyond
the reason of a doubt that
also wrote the word beng 祊:
(28)

(禱)，即宗。
(禱)，即 于上甲。
(禱)，一牛。
(禱)，二牛。
(禱)，三牛。
Praying, approach the ancestral temple.
Praying, approach the
, coming to Shang Jia.
Praying, (make it) one head of cattle.
Praying, (make it) two head of cattle.
Praying, (make it) three head of cattle.

Heji 34372 [Li II]

The recipient of the prayer is clearly stated to be Shang Jia (K1), and this invalidates that
should be read di 帝 “G-d”. While there is still debate about when
to read
as beng 祊 and when to read it as ding 丁, there is a lack of compelling
evidence to read it as a loan and graphic substitute for di 帝.
In summary, Qiu’s hypothesis rests predominantly on dubious examples
once adduced by Shima Kunio to argue that the graph ding 丁 was used as a phonetic loan and graphic substitute for di 帝 (both as a noun and as a verb). (Shima’s
argument was that the Shang used 丁 to write 帝 “G-d” and that Ding was the
precursor to the Zhou’s tian 天 “G-d in Heaven”.) The problem with reading ding 丁
as di 帝 is establishing a starting point to demonstrate this exchange. It remains
possible that the Shang used the graph di 帝 to write the word di 嫡 “heir”, but
there is no proof that the graph ding 丁 was a loan to write the word di 帝, nor any
that the graph di 帝 was somehow restricted for use. Qiu’s hypothesis is conceivable but unconvincing due to a lack of evidence to support it.

2.9.4

is the ancestral form of bi 璧 “jade circlet”, read as a phonetic loan
for the word pi 辟 “ruler”

Li Xueqin has proposed that as the name of a living person
was not the graph 丁
but rather the ancestral form of bi 璧 “jade circlet”, and suggests to read it as a phonetic loan for the word pi 辟 “ruler”.133 This interpretation can easily be tested as both
||
133 Li Xueqin 2004b.
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the words bi 璧 and pi 辟 occur in the Huayuanzhuang East lexicon. The following
divinations from HYZ 275 (Figure 9) and HYZ 490 (Figure 10) confirm this interpretation is incorrect.

乙亥卜：其呼多賈見
(丁) ，侃。一
[pictured]
呼多賈眔 (辟)，
(丁)侃。一
Divined on Yihai: If calling the Many Traders to see Ding (His
Highness), (it) will bring happiness. 1
Calling the Many Traders together with subordinates, Ding (His
Highness) will be happy. 1

Fig. 9: HYZ 275

己卯，子見(獻)
以圭眔厚璧
(丁)。用。一二三
On Jimao, Zi (Our lord) will present pointed jade tablets brought in by You together with
thick serrated jade circlets (to) Ding (His Highness). Used. 123
Fig. 10: HYZ 490

Divinations on HYZ 275 were made in preparation for Ding’s arrival to the prince’s location and were propositions about who would participate and what items would be presented to him. The conjunction ta 眔 in the second divination connects nouns and this
means that both the “Many Traders” and “pi 辟” served the prince. The occurrence of
pi 辟 in this context confirms that the word had yet to acquire its later meaning of “rule,
ruler” and therefore invalidates Li’s argument. Huayuanzhuang East scribes wrote pi
辟 with the components 卩 and 辛 but without “non-serrated jade circlet”. Immediately under pi 辟 in Figure 9 is , and these graphs next to each other is the best evidence to illustrate that wrote a different word.
Divinations on HYZ 490 concern what jades to contribute to the king, with
some being from a recent delivery. 璧 “jade circlet” is written in this instance with
the pictograph
and its shape illustrates that it was of the serrated kind. The
other type of jade circlet in the prince’s stock was a non-serrated circlet. “Serrated
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jade circlet” was written elsewhere as a pure pictograph (HYZ 180.3) and does not
include the element 辛 like it does here. Immediately to right of bi 璧 is
, and
this further proves that the latter wrote a different word altogether.

2.9.5 A new interpretation: Ding 丁 as “crown of the head”, “Head”
Ding
(丁) is a pictograph of a nail(head) (ding 釘). 134 The earliest graphic forms,
like
(oracle bone (Jiabian 2329)) and (oracle bone (Yibian 9083)), depict a top
profile, while later forms, like
(Warring States brush and ink (Baoshan, strip 4))
and
(Warring States seal from the state of Yan 燕), evolved to depict a side profile. Graphic semblance and phonetic congruity led to it being used to represent the
“forehead” (ding 定(>顁)) and “crown/top of the head” (ding 頂/dian 顛), since a
top profile of the nailhead resembled the shape of a person’s head and a side profile
of the nail resembled the shape of a person’s head and neck.135
Ding 丁 is phono-semantic in tian 天 “crown of the head”, which in Shang-Western Zhou script was written (oracle bone (Heji 17985)) and (Early Western Zhou
bronze (Tianwang gui 天亡簋)),136 and both words are etymologically related to other
words that mean forehead/crown of the head, and by extension, the top. Tian 天 in
its primary sense first occurs in illness divinations from the Shi diviner group 師組 (in
the so-called large or “fat” script), who were the earliest organization of Shang oracle
bone divination specialists at Anyang.137 In the following example (Figure 11), king
Wu Ding himself made a divination about illness to the crown of his head,

庚辰[卜]，王：弗疾朕天。
[Divined] on Gengyin, His Majesty: The crown of my head will not be
sickened.138

Fig. 11: Heji 20975
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134 Tang Lan 1981.
135 Ye Yusen 1934. For ding 定/顁, see the Shijing (Book of Odes) poem “Feet of the Unicorn”
(Lin zhi zhi 麟之趾; Mao #11): 麟之定，振振公姓。“The forehead of the lin! You majestic kinsmen of the prince!” (Karlgren 1950: 7).
136 Peter Boodberg (1937): “The dot on top of 大 in the old graphs for 天...is, in our belief, ‘phonetic-etymonic’ and stands for the archaic word now represented by dian 顛 ‘forehead,’ ‘top,’
the –ng variant of which is reflected in ding 頂 ‘top or crown of the head’< tieng 丁.”
137 Wang Yunzhi 2012: 140-147.
138 Yu Xingwu [1979] 2009: 439-441.
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Perhaps the most cited instance of tian meaning “forehead” in Classical Chinese
occurs in the line statements of hexagram Kui 睽 “Cross-eyed” in the Yijing,
六三：其人天且鼻(劓)。
Six in the Third: Its man with a (branded) forehead and a clipped nose.

Ding
( 丁 ) as representing the crown of the head also occurs in an early
spelling of the word mian 娩 “give birth”, which in Shang script was written in
two ways:
and . The second form adds 丁 and depicts the crown of the child’s
head. 139 Another example is 子 “child”, written in early script as . The shape of
the child’s head in the writing of zi and ding in the writing of mian match.
As an appellation for a living person, the etymological relationship between
ding 丁(頂), ding 顁, dian 顛, and tian 天 suggests it meant crown of the head, and
by extension, Head and top male. Warring States and Han script continued to use
both ding 丁 and 釘 to write ding 頂 “crown of the head”,140 and lexical wordbooks
from this period like the Erya 爾雅 contain definitions for fish anatomy like “The
fish’s pillow, call it ‘ding’” 魚枕謂之丁, which is a evident play on image archetypes. The tiangan designations Ding (day 4/10), Yi 乙 (day 2/10), and Bing 丙 (day
3/10) used to define parts of a fish—the tail, intestines, and head—appear to have
derived by matching the shape of the graph to the part of the fish it resembled.141
The bone of a fish’s head was called “ding” because the same sound also meant top
of the head, and because the graph’s “image” resembled it.
In translation, I use “His Highness” when 丁 referred to the Shang king, and
“Head” or “Chief” when it referred to leaders of other lineages or groups of men. The
advantage of this new reading is that it can be applied to the top male of a group irrespective of pedigree. Reading ding 丁 as di 帝 and explaining it as the eldest son of
the direct line of the royal lineage (嫡) implies that it was restricted for use by anyone
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139 Zhang Yachu 2001: 11. The first form is composed of two hands, depicting an opening motion, plus pen/womb; the second form adds 丁 inside of the womb. Mian 娩 in Warring States
(Guodian Ziyi, strip 24),
(Guodian, Liude, strip 28), and
(Baoshan,
script was written
strip 175). By this time in the evolution of the script the head of the child evolved into the entire
child 子, the “womb” was abbreviated or changed in shape, and the two hands were omitted.
140 For instance, 釘 was used to write ding 頂 as late as the Western Han; see the Yijing’s hexagram text Da guo 大過 “Great Surpassing” from Mawangdui. Wen Yiduo (2016: 495) notes that
the graph ding 丁 was used to write the word tian 天 in the Han period Yijing weft text Qian Kun
zao du 乾坤鑿度 (Boring the degrees of Qian and Kun). Wen ingeniously proposed that ding was
not a phonetic loan for tian but rather an abbreviated and simplified way of spelling it.
141 The Erya associates a fish’s intestines to Yi and a fish’s tail to Bing. In ancient script Yi 乙
was written
and resembles the shape of the intestines, while Bing 丙 was written and resembles the shape of the tail.
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other than the kings. Yet ding 丁 also occurred in oracle bone divinations made on
behalf of the kings in reference to the Head of other lineages and groups of people.
Below are eight instances where 丁 occurs in combination with ren 人 “person”, and after a lineage name or the name of a group of people:
Huang Yin ding ren 黃尹丁人
Huang ding ren 黃丁人
Yi ding ren 伊丁人
Shan ding ren 單丁人
Meng ding ren 夢丁人
Qi ding ren 祈丁人
Zhi ding ren 彘丁人
Yi ding ren 夷丁人

(Heji 3096-3099)
(Heji 22)
(Heji 32803rv, Minghou 明後 B2442)
(Heji 137)
(Heji 32212, Yingcang 2428)
(Heji 13720)
(Yibian 8893)
(Heji 6476)

In each of these instances the word preceding 丁 is the name of a lineage or a collective term for a territorial group. The names Huang Yin/Huang/Yi referred to a
single lineage.142 Reading 丁 as “Head” or the top male of X-lineage/X-coalition is
suitable in every instance. 人 “person” either meant a person or people of the Head
of X-lineage, or it was a measure word for 丁. (Heji 6476 writes it as a ligature .)
Perhaps the most informative example of 丁 with this meaning occurs on Heji
3096 (Figure 12):

丙午卜，貞：黃尹丁人 不 (殙)，在丁家又(有)子。Heji 3096
[Bin III]
Divined on Bingwu, tested: Yu, a female of the Huang-Yin chief,
is not going to die suddenly; at the Head’s house there will be a
child.

Fig. 12: Heji 3096

The word 丁 in this divination undoubtedly had the same meaning as it does in isolation and in reference to a living person in the Huayuanzhuang East divination records. The reason Ding occurs in isolation in the Huayuanzhuang East divinations is
because the patron and Ding were family; a lineage name in front of it would have
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142 Qiu Xigui [1983] 2012: 1.196. This lineage name originated with the Shang minister Huang
Yi, also called Yi Yin.
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been redundant and unnecessary. Hypothetically speaking, when other lineages referred to Wu Ding they probably referred to him as wang “king” if they were under his
mandate, but conceivably could also have called him “Royal lineage name/name of
territory (Shang 商) + Ding 丁”. As with the appellation Zi 子, 丁 was clearly not restricted for use amongst the Shang royal family. Oracle bone inscriptions mention a
group of the Huang lineage called “黃多子” (Huang’s Many Sons > Family Heads
(Heji 3255)), and this corresponds with “黃丁” (Huang’s “Head”) and “黃尹丁”
(Huang-Yin’s “Head”) in the list above.143 The lineage structure of Huang with a top
male as “Head” and many adult children as family heads 子 is precisely the situation
that we see in the Huayuanzhuang East divination records—the main subject in the
divinations was a family head and one of Shang’s “Many Children” 多子, and “Ding”
丁 was the designation for the head male.
The phrase “Ding’s house” 丁家 in Figure 12 was apparently an abbreviation of
“Huang-Yin Head’s house” 黃尹丁家, and it is parallel with the phrase “ ancestral
temple” mentioned earlier. In addition, the noun phrases “Ding’s school” 丁序 (HYZ
294.1) and “Ding’s guesthouse” 丁館 (HYZ 384) occur in the Huayuanzhuang East
divination records and undoubtedly were named after the living Shang king Wu
Ding. A comparison with these terms suggests that “ ancestral temple” meant
the ancestral temple of the lineage’s top male. In Jiyi 548 this would have been the
Shang king Kang Ding 康丁 (K31), Wu Ding’s grandson.144
In summary, Ding 丁 meant “Head”, or as I translate it in these royal family
divinations “His Highness”, when it was used as an appellation for a living person. Wen Yiduo’s proposal to read ding as an abbreviated spelling of tian 天 is an
appealing interpretation. Tian in the Shang language of Wu Ding’s period was
used in its primary sense, as a noun meaning “crown of the head” or “forehead”,
and this usage is attested in received Classical literature. It first occurred as a
modifier, synonymous with da 大 “big”, for deceased ancestors in royal family
inscriptions that also date to Wu Ding’s period. Later descriptions of the great
settlement at Anyang from accounts that date towards the end of the Shang continued to use it in this way. It was not until the Western Zhou period that tian 天
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143 Heji 3255r reads, 貞：呼黃多子出牛, 有于黃尹 “Tested: Call Huang’s Many Family Heads
to let out cattle, to have for (or: to make offerings to) Huang Yin.” I already mentioned that there
was a collective group of people called Yong duo zi 雝多子 “Yong’s Many Family Heads” in the
Huayuanzhuang East divinations.
144 The issue is more complicated than this. Oracle bone inscriptions also mention “Ding gate
丁門” (Heji 13602), “Yi gate 乙門” (Heji 13598-13600) and “Jia (gate) 甲(門)” (Heji 13598, 13602),
and this implies that these tiangan words were either the temple days of ancestors or functioned
like numbers (1, 2, 3, etc). Yet another alternative interpretation is that
wrote beng 祊.
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took on a derivative meaning of the “sky” (< what is at the top) and became deified (Heaven). However, Western Zhou language did continue to use a word written with the graph ding 丁 to designate the Head of a lineage or a group of people.145 It was not a word confined or restricted for use solely by the royal family in
reference to the kings. As for the exchange of ding 丁 and wang 王 that appears
in HYZ 480, it is comparable to the substitution between tianzi 天子 “Son of
Heaven” and wang 王 “King” that occurs throughout Western Zhou bronze inscriptions.146

2.10 Other people: family members and staff
2.10.1 Lady Hao 婦好
As I stated earlier, naming conventions alone underscore that Lady Hao was the
king’s spouse and the main character’s mother. Throughout these divination accounts she was alive and well.
While contact and communication between the prince and his mother the
queen appears to have been less frequent than it was between the prince and his
father the king, the divination records attest to them having a close and caring
relationship. Hao often spoke directly with her son, and on occasion relayed messages, some of the personal kind, between him and her husband (331, 290, 286).
The prince, in turn, made announcements on specific topics to her (211, 3, 220,
371). He personally led Hao into his new stronghold at Rong and welcomed her
with a large-scale gift offering and ceremony that included attendance and
presentations by military officers, personnel, and staff. He also accompanied her,
at the king’s command, to plant wheat (475), and met with guests who came to
see her (294, 409, 492). These examples indicate a concern for her well-being and
security.
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145 For a usage designating the Head of a group of field workers during the Western Zhou period, see the inscription Ji Ji fangzun 季姬方尊 (Wenwu 2003.9), and the comments of Li Xueqin
2003. It is only starting with Western Zhou bronze inscriptions and in literature that putatively
dates to this historical period that a word spelled with the graph zheng 正 had the meaning of
“leader, director”. Zheng 正 is the ancestral form of zheng 征 “march to regulate, march to correct
> correct; appropriate”. Shang language in the period after Wu Ding’s reign (i.e., period II OBI)
first used zheng in the phrase zheng yue 正月, the “regulating month,” which was another name
for the “first month” (yi yue 一月); see Keightley 2012: 360-361, and GuLin, no. 0821.
146 Edward L. Shaughnessy 2007: 845-877.
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Gifts and tribute from the prince to Lady Hao differ from what the prince gave
the king. Whereas the prince presented the latter with aromatic ale, salt, a variety
of colored jades (for instance thick and serrated circlets, and tablets of various
shapes and sizes) and gems (beads), ear ornaments, cowries, meat and fish, sanctified meat, and sent in livestock, tools, and weapons, Hao was given textiles like
imported patterned belts (451), tapestries, and dagger-axe tassels (288). The
prince only ever presented her with one kind of jade (chu 琡 “large jade tablet”).
Hao, at least on one occasion, was responsible for overseeing the importation
of Qiang 羌 people (220, 265, 215). Of these three instances, the information on
HYZ 215 is the most valuable, for it confirms that the process was documented.

2.10.2 Zi Rong’s family and household
The divination records mention the prince’s spouse and children. His spouse was
referred to both as “our lord’s spouse” (Zi pei 子配(妃)) and “spouse” (配(妃)),
but she rarely occurred in the divinations (six instances on three shells).147 As far
as the divination records show, her main responsibility was to meet with Lady
Hao, her mother-in-law. One sequence of divinations proposed to dispatch and
task her, in substitution for her husband, with requesting millet for sacrificial
rites (379); on another occasion, she reported an affair related to textile production (220.6).
The prince appears to have had four children. They were referred to as “big
son” (da zi 大子) (480.3), “middle son” (zhong zi 中(仲)子) (349.10), “small son”
(xiao zi 小子) (353.2), and “third small son” (san xiao zi 三小子) (205.5). Each was
mentioned just once. Both the eldest and youngest sons took part in ritual activities (480.3, 353.2). The existence of four children produces a question. Where was
the second small son? The hypothesis proposed here is that he was dead and the
juvenile spirit called Child Gui (zi Gui 子癸).
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147 Of these six instances, three are recorded on the same shell surface (HYZ 5.2, 4-5). The other
instances are 220.6, 379.1 and 441.2. The phrase Ge pei 戓配(妃) occurs on HYZ 41.1, and as I
understand it, it referred to Ge’s spouse; for Ge, or Zhi Bo Ge 沚伯戓, see Table 2. For the meaning
of the word 配(妃) in Shang oracle bone inscriptions as “spouse”, see Zhao Lin 2018: 129-130,
and the commentaries to HYZ 5 and HYZ 139.1.
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2.10.3 The “Many Princes”: Brothers and Cousins
It is difficult to determine whether the people called by the formula “zi 子 + name”
were the prince’s brothers (and in one case (290.10) perhaps a sister), cousins, or
conceivably even children and nephews. Zi Hua 畫, Zi Pou 剖, Zi Yu 予, Zi Zeng
曾, Zi Guo 馘, Zi Bi 髀, Zi Mei 媚, Zi Sheng 升, Zi Hu , Zi Xing 興, and Zi Jin 金,
in addition to the main character, Zi Rong, form the group referred to in these
divination accounts as the “Many Princes” (duo Zi 多子) (430.1). Jin and Xing
appear to have been younger than the main character,148 while Pou, Hua, and Yu
seem to have been of the same generation as him. There is not enough information about the others to make an evaluation. The issuing of directives and
warnings to the others and taking a lead role in communal ritual action (invocations) for ancestor worship suggest that Zi Rong had the highest status amongst
the group.
The roles and circumstances of the “Many Princes” in Zi Rong’s divinations
can be summarized as:
Hua was mostly concerned with business and procuring horses (288.5↔493.1),
and he had a relationship with people from the (enemy) Shao territory (as suggested from the name of his aide). He was the only person whom Zi Rong chose
to substitute him in ritual activities (ale libation; 416.6), and this suggests that
his status was the highest amongst the other royal males of his generation.
Hua (449.3), Pou (449.4), and Yu (237.12-13) participated in sacrificial and offering rites to near Ancestors as part of Zi Rong’s ancestor worship. The
context of these divinations suggests that the four men were cousins.
Pou was present for Zi Rong’s divinations about his tinnitus (450.1), and he
had the authority to handle affairs in the absence of Zi Rong (370.1).
Zeng accompanied Zi Rong in battle and was entrusted by him to report about
it to the king (294).
Hu was associated with music and zither performances (130), and Bi with
dance (380, 336.1).
Xing (illness) and Guo (injury) were only ever mentioned because Zi Rong
needed to perform exorcism rites for their recovery.
There is not enough information to say anything substantial about Zi Mei and Zi
Sheng.
Statistics indicate that, amongst the group of the “Many Princes”, Jin (39 instances) had the closest relationship with Zi Rong. At the very least, he received
||
148 Lin Yin 2007.
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more divinatory attention that the others. Based on the frequency by which Jin occurred both as a diviner and as the subject of divinations, he seems to have been
either living in the prince’s household or nearby to him. Zi Rong was often concerned about his well-being, and from time to time Jin made guest appearances as
a diviner. Like Zi Rong’s spouse, Jin also went to request millet from Lady Hao
(218.1-2), and this perhaps implies that he was also a son of Lady Hao and Wu Ding.
At the same time, he was conspicuously never present for ancestor worship, or for
ceremonies that involved high-level gift giving and feasting. His role appears to
have been mostly confined to family and household tasks.
A noteworthy feature of divination records where Jin was the subject is that
charge statements appear to either have been intentionally omitted or abbreviated (2.3-4, 75.7, 80.2, 90.8, 140.2, etc.). There is one instance, however, where
corresponding dates from a reconstructed multiple-shell sequence provides an
important clue about the information which the diviners and scribes usually left
out,
丁亥卜：子 (金)其 (往)，亡巛(災)。一
丁亥卜：子 (金)。一
Divined on Dinghai: If lord Jin goes off, there will be no calamity. 1
Divined on Dinghai: Lord Jin. 1

247.14 [plastron]
55.1 [carapace]

Rejoining these two records suggests that 247 was used before 55. This is because
the former divination account contains a grammatically coherent charge statement and the latter does not.149 An example like this demonstrates how diviners
and scribes abbreviated or omitted subsequent divinations in a set where a complete or more contextualized “antecedent” account had already been stated (and
recorded). Diviners and the scribes who worked collaboratively with them must
have known exactly what abbreviated charge statements like these meant. Linking these two accounts together further recommends that the other accounts
about Jin in this abridged formula also concerned his well-being.
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149 As listed in Appendix I, 55 and 247 were also in use for divinations about other issues. These
two shells, which formed a small two-shell set for divinations about Jin, were also part of a larger
four-shell set including 255 and 352 for divinations made on day Jichou, two days after Dinghai,
about sacrifice and an exorcism performed by the riverside.
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2.10.4 Staff
A difference between the Huayuanzhuang East divination accounts and those
made by and for other members of the royal family aside from the kings was the
size of Zi Rong’s staff. Staff and attendants who reported to and took orders from
the main character can be divided into groups of people whose titles were preceded and modified by the word duo 多 “many”: duo chen 多臣 “Many Servitors”
were staff and attendants who handled daily affairs; duo gu 多賈 “Many Traders”
handled stock, appraisals, and the supply of goods; duo yu 多御(禦)正 (征) “Many
Defense Regulators” were military personnel (37.22, 63.2; two instances); duo yin
多尹 “Many Commanders” were administrators, but also participated in hunting
and sent in goods (113, 355; six instances); duo wan 多万 “Many Dancers” were
associated with music and dance (206, 226; two instances); and duo gong 多工
“Many Artisans” (duo gong 多工) were skilled workers (324; one instance).
These groups were not under the sole authority of the Huayuanzhuang East
prince, but rather appear to have been specialists and staff who served the royal
family and were under the command of the king and family heads. The “Many
Servitors” (401), for instance, was comprised of the prince’s servitors—“(Our)
lord’s servitors” 子臣 (290), and the king’s servitors—“(His) Highness’ servitors”
丁臣 (75). A group associated with the Many Servitors, called the duo jie chen 多
丯(介)臣 “Many Great Servitors” (275 + 517), might be understood as a select
group of the best ones. On one occasion, for which diviners used a three-shell set,
Zi Rong performed an exorcism rite to ensure the protection of the group as a collective whole (53.21↔181.8↔488.3).
The most trusted members of the prince’s staff were Fa 發, Da 大, You You 由
友, and Ji Nai 乃, but also included Suo* , Xi* , Dao 盜, Zhi 旨 and others.
Staff were called on to undertake tasks related to divination, preparing and providing food and drinks (139, 178↔376), feasting and banquet preparation and service,
procuring commodities and human capital, delivering animals (85, 113), killing animals, ritual presentation and gift-giving to the king and Lady Hao (63, 475, 480),
the hunt (416), the prince’s transportation, and entertainment. On one occasion, Da
fell ill and the prince performed an exorcism for his recovery (299, 76↔478).
Wei 微 is a rather unique figure in the divinations. The prince once dispatched
him west on a mission, and he had a personal audience with Lady Hao. One particular divination account (290) implies that Wei was appointed by the king to
safeguard his son, and indicates he was not considered one of the prince’s servitors. Like he did for Da’s sickness, Zi Rong performed exorcism rites for ailments
to Wei’s eye(s) and shoulder.
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The word gu 賈, which is cognate with jia 價, means “trade”, “appraise”, and
“price”. The graph is spelled with a cowrie and this suggests an association with
currency and exchange. Later sources state that specialist gu 賈 were present for
ritual events and official visits, especially for the exchange of gifts, in order to
oversee the items to be given and to inspect the value of the goods in return.150
Traders in the Huayuanzhuang East oracle bone inscriptions had a comparable
role (37, 275, 290), although the most important services that they rendered to the
prince concerned the supply of goods and the horse trade. The only traders mentioned by name were Zhu 壴 and Bing 並 (249.19). Trader Zhu is known from Wu
Ding’s divination records and was mentioned earlier.
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150 See the “Pin li 聘禮” chapter of the Yili 儀禮 and Zheng Xuan’s 鄭玄(127-200) commentary;
see also Wei Cide 2006: 157.
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Table 5: People in the Huayuanzhuang East oracle bone inscriptions (selection) 151
Living
people

The main
characters

The Many
Princes
duo Zi 多子—
brothers and
cousins

The protagonist’s family
members

The Many
Servitors duo
chen 多臣

Zi 子 “(Our) lord” — the protagonist, family head, and
patron of the divination organization; a prince of the
royal family, who most likely was Zi Rong 子 (戎) in Wu
Ding’s divination accounts.
Ding 丁 “His Highness” — Wu Ding 武丁, the 27th Shang
king; the protagonist’s father.
Lady Hao 婦好, spouse of Wu Ding; the protagonist’s
mother.
Zi Hua 子 (畫); has an aide, Shao
.
Zi Pou 子 (剖); has a spouse (275.1) and a child, Qu 曲
(351.3).
Zi Yu 子予 ; has an aide Mu (21.1).
Zi Mei 子媚
Zi Bi 子髀
Zi Sheng 子 (陞)
Zi Hu 子
Zi Guo 子馘
Zi Zeng 子曾
Zi Xing 子興
Zi Jin 子金
His spouse, called “our lord’s spouse”子配(妃).
Big son 大子
Middle son 中(仲)子
Small son 小子
Third small son 三小子
Da 大
The protagonist’s
Fa 發
servitors (Zi chen
Ji Nai
乃
子臣)
You You 由友
Dao 盜
Zhi 旨
Suo*
Xi*
Wu Ding’s servitors
(Ding chen 丁臣)

Wei
Ao 敖

(微), assigned to Zi Rong.
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151 Based on Lin Yun 2007 and Zhao Peng 2007. This list does not include names on administrative receipts (except for Liu) and does not include lineage or place names that modified commodities (for instance “Xun’s cattle 旬牛” (474.9), “Mang’s pigs 亡豕” (313.2, 324.3) and “Bing’s
bows 弓” (37.16-17)). For a listing and discussion of Huayuanzhuang East administrative receipts, see Liu Yiman and Cao Dingyun 2004, and Sun Yabing 2014: 273-276.
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The Many
Traders duo gu
多賈
People associated with the
horse trade152

(mainly associated with the horse trade, but also with
keeping and inspecting stock and making appraisals)
Trader Zhu 賈壴
Trader Bing 賈並
Dun 敦
Geng*
Shao
Huo 火
Lapidary Qiang 羌琡, builders

The Many
Artisans duo
gong 多工
The Many Commanders duo yin 多尹
The Many Defense Regulators duo yu zheng 多禦正(征)
Dancer Jia 万家
The Many
Dancers duo
wan 多万
Musicians
Blind Music Master 瞽
Zither players 瑟
Chime players (females) 磬妾
Military
Ya Dian 亞奠
officers
Archer-lord Dian 侯奠153
Ya-generals 亞
Lesser Servitor 小臣
Archers 射
Officers 史
Friends, allies,
Zhong Zhou 中周, 154 a close associate of the protagoenemies
nist; has consort named Si .
Zhi Bo Ge 沚伯 , ally of the royal family in war against
the Shao territory; has spouse (“Ge’s spouse”).
Zhou Long 舟嚨, associated with jade deliveries to the
king.
Liu / , producer and exporter of textiles (belts); also
contributed turtle shells.
Yin 引, an ally of the protagonist held abroad in captivity.
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152 It is uncertain if these four names were lineage or personal names. It is also uncertain if they
were part of Zi Rong’s daily staff and entourage, if they were traders/appraisers, or if they were
business associates who dealt in the horse trade. Shao, for one, might be the same person who
was called “Lord Hua’s aide”, and might have been from the (enemy) Shao territory. Huo appears
elsewhere reporting about the prince losing his eyesight.
153 Lin Yun (2007) suggests that Ya Dian and Archer-lord Dian referred to the same person who
held different administrative positions over time. The alternative of course is that it was two different people from the same lineage or place.
154 75.9 implies Zhong Zhou became one of the protagonist’s servitors during the period of time
these divinations were made.
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The
Ancestors

Male

Female

Zhang 璋, visited Lady Hao, and had an exorcism performed by Zi Rong.
He 何, enemy.
Shao
／卲, enemy territory.
Shang Jia 上甲, Shang king 1
Da Yi 大乙, Shang king 7
Da Jia 大甲, Shang king 9
Da Geng 大庚, Shang king 11
Xiao Jia 小甲, Shang king 12
Ancestor Ding 祖丁, the protagonist’s great grandfather,
Shang king 21
Ancestor Jia 祖甲, the protagonist’s uncle, Shang king
23, Yang Jia 陽甲
Ancestor Geng 祖庚, the protagonist’s uncle, Shang king
24, Pan Geng 盤庚
Ancestor Xin 祖辛, the protagonist’s, Shang king 25,
Xiao Xin 小辛
Ancestor Yi 祖乙, the protagonist’s grandfather, Shang
king 26, Xiao Yi 小乙
Child Gui 子癸, the protagonist’s second youngest child.
Geng 更, a Captain 師 during Wu Ding’s early to earlymiddle years; referred to posthumously as “Geng, Father
Ren 更父壬” in Wu Ding’s divination accounts.
Unclassified male
Ancestor Bing 祖丙
ancestors
Ancestor Wu 祖戊
Elder Brother Ding 兄丁
Ancestress Bing 妣丙, spouse of Da Yi.
Ancestress Gui 妣癸, spouse of Zhong Ding, Shang king
15(?)
Ancestress Jia 妣甲, spouse of Ancestor Xin, Shang king
19(?)
Ancestress Ji 妣甲, spouse of Ancestor Ding; the protagonist’s great grandmother.
Ancestress Geng 妣庚, spouse of Ancestor Yi; the protagonist’s grandmother.
Mother Wu 母戊, spouse of Wu Ding, Shang king 27; the
protagonist’s aunt.
Unclassified
Elder Sister Ancestress Ding 姒妣
female ancestors
丁
Elder Sister Geng 姒庚
Ancestress Ding 妣丁
Second Ancestress Bing 二妣丙
Mother Bing 母丙

